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THE PRIMARY INVESTIGATION CONCERNED THE EFFECT OF TEACHER
CHARACTERISTICS, STYLE, AND INTERPRETATION OF READING METHOD ON
PUPIL READING ACHIEVEMENT SCORES BOTH IN JANUARY AND JUNE IN THE
FIRST GRADE YEAR. AN ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE DESIGN WAS USED. FOURTEEN
TEACHERS COMPLETED A QUESTIONNAIRE DESIGNED TO DISTINGUISH TWO BASIC
KINDS OF BEGINNING READING INSTRUCTION EMPHASIS--(1) 'DECODING'
(ORAL READING AND SOUND SYMBOL) OR (2) 'MEANING' (SILENT READING AND
INTERPRETATION). EQUAL NUMBERS OF MEANING AND SOUNDSYMBOL EMPHASIS
TEACHERS WERE REPRESENTED IN THE SAMPLE, AS WELL. AS EXPERIENCED AND
INEXPERIENCED TEACHERS WITHIN EACH EMPHASIS. THEIR ACTIVITIES WERE
THEN STUDIED IN 12 CLASSES FOR ONE SCHOOL YEAR, FOLLOWING THE
READING PROGRAMS EACH HAD USED PREVIOUSLY. PRINCIPAL DATA WERE
COLLECTED FROM RATINGS OF TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS AND PRACTICES IN
THE CLASSROOM AND FROM BATTERIES OF READINESS AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
GIVEN TO PUPILS AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF THE SCHOOL YEAR,
RESPECTIVELY. THE STUDY SUPPORTED IN A PRELIMINARY WAY (BECAUSE OF
THE LIMITED SAMPLE AND AMOUNT OF ANALYSIS) THE OBSERVATION THAT
TEACHER CHARACTERISTICS AND THE WAYS IN WHICH TEACHERS IMPLEMENT A
GIVEN METHOD DO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN TA READING ACHIEVEMENT OF
THEIR PUPILS. THERE WAS ALSO SOME EVIDENCE THAT A THINKING APPROACH
TO LEARNING, A SOUND SYMBOL EMPHASIS WITHIN A BASAL READER APPROACH,
THE USE OF THE APPROPRIATE DIFFICULTY LEVEL OF LESSONS RELATE
POSITIVELY TO READING ACHIEVEMENT. (NN)
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I
The Problem

In the pursuit of improving reading instruction, much effort

has been concentrated since the early 1900's on comparing toe effective-

ness of different approaches to beginning reading. The typical investi-
gations have compared test results of pupils exposed to one method s

compared to another after a specified period of time. While these

studies have yielded useful information, the results have tended to be

sufficiently equivocal to perm different interpretations with regard to

the most effective methods for initiating the young child into reading.

A critical analysis of these past studies (Chant loss) disclosed

that among their shortcomings were the following:

1. Failure of the investigators to describe in sufficient detail
the teaching procedures covered by the labels assigned to the methods

being compared.

2. Failure to account adequately for the differences in teachers'

implementstion of a given method.

3. Failure to describe and control adequately the background

characteristics of the pupils.

4. The tendency to use global, end of experiment measmres of

reading achievement, rather than testing at various..specified points on

different components of reading.
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The purpose of the present etviciy was to explore in some depth

the sbov0 ;;;Ants and the interrelationships among them. Of particu-

lar interest was point 2 above, that of the differences in teacher's im-

plementation of a given reading method.

it is commonly agreed that it is the teacher who makes the

difference between the success and failure of a reading prograni,ex-

cept for a few otudies draiNing this inference (Gates 1937, Currier 1923,

Sexton &Herron 1928, Gates & Russell 1938), little is known about how

the teacher actually innuences the process of learning read.

It was the thinking.of the investigators that a reading method

might well be modified by the teacher's perception of the 4omponents

of that reading method and that the implement Lion might be as impor-

tant a factor in reading s.ehieveresat as the original method itself. Thus,

in spite of the "approved" reading program and its particular emphasis,

a teacher may, in her implementation of it, pull it more in one direction

than another. For example, in the eclectic, basal reader approach used

by many teachers, it was believed that although this appreach had a

meaning emphasis, some teachers might "pull" it more in the direction

of "decoding" or "meaning," and that such differences in implementation

might possibly affect different components of pupils' reading achievement.

In addition, the level of the pupils' pre-reading skills might also

be related to the teacher's implementation of a method, since her per-



ception of their skills might cause her to modify the approved program

in order to teach to their levels, Therefore pupils' skili levels were

to be taken into account in the present

The question to be expinred was Does the teacher make a differ-

ence in the reading achievement .of her pupils? And if so, what is it

that she does that makes for the difference? In other words, the in-

vestigators wished to look at the relationships among tht "approved"

reading program, i.e., what the teachers said they emphasized, and

what they actually emphasized as observed during reading lessons,

all in relationship to first grade reading achievement. Rather than

comparing the effectiveness of Method A versus Method B, exploration

was to be made of the kinds of teaching procedures that might be found

among teachers who were said to use one particular method -- in this

instance, an eclectic, basal reader approach.1

SLted more precisely, the interrelations of three areas were to

be investigated: 1. The child's level of pre-reading skills; 2. The

reading method said to be used in class; 3, The teacher's implementa-

tion of that method; all three areas were to relate to reading achieire-

rnent at the end of the first grade year,

There were no set hypotheses at the start; instead, the goals for

the study included the development of various measuring instruments

i.
See Appendix A for a definition of an eclectic basal readerapproach.
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that would make it p,o,;_:51e to know" what teachers. consider important

in beginning reading instruction and what they actually do during read-

ing lessons. Rather than set by an ediperimental situation, the study

was to be done in a natural situation.. The teachers were asked to use

the methods and procedures they usually followed: The task, then,

was to observe and record the various ways in which a small group of

teacher a, in one school system, with disadvantaged pupils, interpreted

an eclectic, basal reader method., how they implemented it in the class-

room, and whether the.differences in their implementation affected the

reading achievement of their "pupils.

Since one of the major tasks was to devise various instruments

to determine, how the teachers interprtted the reading method and how

they actually carried It out, a delineatIon i the-major aspics of begin-

ning reading was necessaiiy.

. Toward this end, a distinction was made between*two kinds of

emphases; in beginning reading instruction: le "Jecoding"(strandtasymbol),

and 2. a "meaning" emphasis. One aspect on which various beginning

reading methods maybe said to differ is in the amount of time-and atten-

tion that is devoted to either decoding or meaning as the first step.

Methods that view the beginning reading process as essentially "master-

ing a code" would tend to put greater stress on learning to associate the

seunds in the spoken words with the letters used to represent then, on
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sounding out words independently, on associating the spoken word with

its whole word symbol, and on oral reading practice. Methods that

view the beginning reading process as essentially similar to mature

reading, that is "reading for meaning," would tend to put greater em-

phasic, right from the start, on developing a broad meaning vocabu-
lary: on silent reading, and on interpretation of what is read.

These two conceptions of beginning .reading are not completely

separable since both are necessary components of reading instruction.

However, reading methods, at least in the beginning stages, may well

be classified as putting greater or lesser emphasis either on "meaning"

or "decoding." Thus, most conventional basal reader programs since

the 1930's may be classified as having a "meaning" emphasis, while

most of the innovative beginning reading programs published in the late

19501s and early 19601s (the various "linguistic", "structural," and

"systematic phonic" approaches) may be classified as having a "decoding"
emphasis.

With such delineation of aspects ref reading, it was possible to

categorize the teachers by the importance they placed on either "decoding"

or "meaning," Ratings of the teacher could then be obtained in two

different situations. First, the preference for methods to be used in

the classroom, i.e., a judgment of the professed 'method could be ob-

tained, Second, a judgment of ac ival reading method, as observed in
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the classroom, could be,obtlined.. The relationship of the two ante of

measure o to each otherandto, pupil-readiag-achieveznent could hope-

fully .be measured,

In designing the various, rating instruments,:those aspects .which

would differentiate the teachers tur method of reading teaching were

stressed. However; since the..stndy- was exploratory, the rating ina.tru-

ments also included other teacher and classroom characteristics, not
necessarily related to beginning reading method; that might have an

influence on school achievement. These included such ratings as

amount and kind of reinforcement of learning, general classroom man-

agement; quality of teaching .of various kinds of reading lessons, judg-

ment of overall teacher competence; etc. In addition, since a large

number of pre- reading tests were.given to measure pupil background

characteristics, and a variety of reading tests were given both in Jami-;..

ary and in June, a study of the relationships among these different pupil

measures was undertaken. Again, as for the teacher variables, the pur-
pose was to explore the relationships. in the hope that they might. shed

further light on the beginning reading process, espedally for thetpartic-:

ular pupil sample of the study.

To summarise, there:were no definite hypotheses AS to which of

the different teacher irtheractericties, or reading methods emphases
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would make a difference, in which direction, on which components of

first-grade reading achievement. If the data showed that the rating

instruments had merit, then the investigators could, hopefully, gen-

erate some hypotheses regarding the relationship between what teachers

say they do, what they actually do, and the reading achievement of their

pupils at the end cif grade one, taking pupil background factors into con-

sideration.

;"-

1
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A. Design
,,. .

,The ..purpose of the :study.was to cowparelhe.relOon of the teacher's
PrOfee Isf.d reading Tethoci, her preparation of the.childfor such reading

through inatractionals procedures, with 'various components of reading

achievement at the end of the first grade year.

The study sample was composed of a, selected group of first grade

teachers and their classrooms.. Evaluative tools were designed to measure
or identify, the many components of teacher performance in the classroom.
These various components were related to reeding achievement through

means of tests administered to the pupil sample. Within the larger
sample, a subsample of classes was given intensive study in order to
focus on these relationships in greater detail.

Twelve teachers and their classes in the New York City publie

schools were selected for the study. On a questionnaire (see Appendix 1:4

each teacher indicated the published reading programs ishc used, her
views on reading instruction, and the time she allotted to limas aspects
of reading. The investigators then rated each teacher's professed in-
structional method on a Meaningisound.symbol continuum and based their
selection upon the teacher position on this continuum. 322 children

from the classrooms of those twelve teachers constituted .the larger sample.



The subsarnple was composed of four of the twelve classes, four teachers
and about 120 children.

Throughout the year members of he research staff made weekly

observations ofreading instruction in the four claimarooms and monthly

observations in the remaining eight. All children were given a battery

of tests, hcse measures, at the beginning of the year. Children in the
four intensively observed classeis were given additional 'individual batteries
at that time and at mid-year ihildren in all twelve classes were evaluated

at the end of the school year. Ind individual texts again administered

to the sub-sample. Table 1 Outlines the design of the study.

Ease measures for
children

Observations of
teacher implemen-
tation and pupil
reaction October - May October - May

(13i-monthly) (Weekly)

Midyear evaluation January
Final evaluation

All twelve teacheref whose classes were inclUdelliti the study used
the reading procedures to which they had become accustorciect in Previous

Table 1
Design of the Study

Eight Classes Four Classes

October October
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years. it was expected th5l. a wide ran& of variation in both professed

and implemented teaching procedures would-exist. No instruction in

methods was given and nO new materials .*ire used since the study con-

cerned only normative classroom procedures.

B.. )1 le Selection .

The twelve teachers toed in the study were selected as follows:

With the cooperation Of the district superintendent, ten schools in a low

socio-e6onotifict neighborhood were selected as possible participating

schools in the study. In six of the ten schools, principals expressed

interest in the study during conferences with the investigators. In those

schools a questionnaire on reading belief and practice was given to each

first-grade teacher. (See Chapter III for description of the question-

naire.) In all, 49 teachers wore given +questionnaires, 26 of which were

returned.

From the scored items on the questionnaire teachers were placed

on a continuum ranging from strong emphasis on sound - symbol .relations

to strong emphasis on meaning. This was based on their expressed pref-

erences and their own report of allotment of class time for first-grade
reading. See Chapter III for rating procedure.s.

In addition, teachers were also rated as experienced or inexper-

ienced. Experienced Witt; deified as having taught four years or more,

,ond_inexperieneed-waictienitod as having taunt three or fewer years,

4



Twelve teachers were then tentatively chosen to fit into either a
sound symbol or meaning approach and likewise were designated as ex-

.perieneed or inexperienced, so that there would be equal numbers of each
in the four categories. They were then interviewed by investigators to
ascertain their interest in the study. Those who responded favorably
were accepted as pexticipants. Two teachers who dropped out before
the study started were replaced by two others from the original lie of
26 teadters. Two additional teachers dropped out during the study, and
were also replaced by the new teachers taking over their classrooms.

Table 2 shows the final distribution by category of the 14 teachers
who participated in the study.

Table 2

Distribution of Teacher by reading method
and experience categories

Reading Metlioci.....1_________m____Erimmed Inexperienced Total
Menaing 3 4 7

Sound -'t ymbol 4 3 7

Total 7 7 14

Since the original selection was made in June of 1964, the teachers
were interviewed for a second time in September. At that time it was

omphaelzed that.no deviations fronr-their nonnaLchasroorn procedures
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were expeeid.
t.The schools participating in the Study were id low Socio-economic

neighborhoods in Harlem. Both Negro and Puerto Rican children atteu-

ded the schools. 'bile it was recognized that comparisons of middle

and lower socio- economic gimps were more desirable for the study, limi-

tations of time and money allowed investigation of only one socto-economic

status group. However, it was expected that a wide variation of skills would

be found. among socially disadvantaged children.

C. Administration of Tests

The initial testing of pupils was completed by the first week in

October. The group tests were given by a team of three; (me member

on the project staff, the classroom teacher (in most cases, and an under-

graduate assistant. The staff member administered the tests in every

case. About ten to fifteen children were tested at one sitting. Individual

tests were given only by the project staff membert, A small group of

Spanish-speaking children were tested separately by a Spanish-speaking

undergraduate who administered thosptewhich tlere deemed feasible

to use. A. staff member supervised the testing.

The midyear individual testst_completed by the end of January, were

administered to the four class sample by members of the staff. The end-

of-year teats were given over.a. two-week span beginning May 27 through

earlyjune. The group teats wipre given the first week, followed by the
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individual tests for all 12 classes and additional individual tests for the

four class sample. Table 3 shows the test schedule for the entire sample:

Table 3

Tests*administered during the study:
Time cl.Adm4dstration.

S,am le October Jaa June

12 classes MurPhY-Pw?:reU
Diagnostic 'leading
Readiness Tests

1. Phonemes Test
2. Letter Names

Test
3. Learning Rate

Test

Thurston Pattern
Copying Test

Thursione Identical
Forms Test

Metropftlitan Readi-
ness Twits

1. ord Meaning
2. Listening

4 class Roswell-Chall Audi-
sub tort' Blending Test
sample

Storytellitig Test

Detroit Word ReCor
nition Test

Gilmore Oral
Reading Test

Roswell-Chall
Diagnostic Test

Alphabet Letter
Names

Roavrtill-Chall
Auditory Plead-
ing Test

Stanford Achievement
Test, Primary I

1. Word Reading
2. Paragraph Mean-

ing
3. Vocabulary
4. Spelling
3. Word Study

Gates Word Pronunci-
ation Test

Fry Test of Phoneti-
cally Regular Words

San Diego Inventory
of Reading Attitude

Gilmore Oral Reading
Test

Roswell-Chall Diagnos-
tic Test

Alphabet Letter Names

Roswell-Chall Auditory
Blending Test

Storytelling Test
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D. P210...I2421122F±ii

The following are briei descriptions of the tests given to the children

in the sample:

Murphy- Darrell - Diagnostic Reaciialt_eadiness Test - group test- Three

subtexts were used as follows:,

1. Phonemes Test - This is a two-part teet of 25 items. The child

is asked to mark one of the four pictures that begins or ends with the same

sound given in a word by the examiner,

2, Letter Names Test - This is a 52-item test. The child is asked

to mark the letter corresponding to its name 'as given by the examiner.

3. Learning Rate Test - nig is an 18-item test. Nine words are

taught to the child through a variety of methods.. One hour later the

child is asked to recognize the words among three choices given.

l'hurstne ttern_ JA.Co ngleat - group test- Thirty-six forms are pre-

sented. Beside each is a half-completed identical form. The child is

asked to complete the forms, which are of increasing complexity.

Thuratone Identical Forms Test - group test - This is a 60-item test of

perceptual speed. In each item an abstract form is to be matched with an

identical one placed among 4 other choices. There is a time limit of

three minutes on the test.

Aeittssektan Readiness Tests e" group..test - Two of the subtexts of this

battery were given as follows:

1. Word Meaning. This lit a 16--itom, test of language comprehension.
Ow
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For each item the child is asked to mark the picture that illustrates the

word wired by the examiner.

2. Listening. This is a 16-item test. The child is asked to attend

to phrases or sentences, and then is to select onerof3 pictures which beat

portrays the situation or event described by the examiner.

Roswell-Chall Auditory2lelin Test individual test - This is a 30-item

test. The child hears istAated word nails spoken by the examiner, and is

asked to blend parts into a word. Only. the first 15 items of the test were

used.

Storytelling Testi- individual. test - in this expressive language test the

child is presented with four pictures describing a simple action story in-

volving 2 animals. The child is asked to tell a story about the pictures.

Description and sequence, and amount of story transition from one picture

to the next is rated.

Det221t2ilmd Recognition Test - A group test but given individually - This

a 40-item recognition test, consisting of words and phrases. The child

is asked to match words or phrases to pictures on the same page.

gilmore Oral Readim- individual test - This test has 10 passages of in-

creasing difficulty. The child is asked to read each passage until a cer-

tain number of errors are made. A reading grade level score is deter-

mined by the accuracy of the reading. The rate of reading is also determined.

1. This is a subtest of the Reading Prognosis Test by Feldmann
and Maahlaw,. fiL OM the Tneti hie+ 'kW iNwelopmental Studies, New York Medical
College.
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Roswelkaall Diasnostic Tort - individual test "- On this test the child ie

asked to give the sounds for single consonants, consonant blends end dia-

graphs, and long anti.s,ort vowels. In addition, he is asked to apply this

knowledge to phonetic:city regular words, and to show understanding word.

structure and syllabiCation.
.1.

Awl -habet Letter Names individual test - The child is asked tOgiv-^ the

names for the alphabet letters;

Sst_ltemiLetvchi4cbievement Tests Primary I Battery - group test - Five subtexts

were given as follmvs:

is Word Reading. This is a 35-item test. The child is asked to

match one of four words to .a pictured object or action.

2. Paragraph Meaning. This is a 38-item test. The child is pre-

sented with pcssages of increasing length and difficult, with one or two

words omitted from (tach. The task is to select the most meaningfUl word

from four choices, toecomplete the paragraph.

3. Vocabulary. This is a 39-item test in which the child selects

from three alternatives read .by the teacher,. the one that completes the

meaning of the statement, also read by the teacher. The items are of in-

creasing difficulty.

4. Spelling. In this test, child is asked to write 20 words which

have been presented to him both in isolation and in sentences.

5. Word Study Skills,. Thi® is a .58-item test consisting of four
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Subtests: 1 and 3 are auditory perception of beginning sounds; subtexts

2 and 4 are auditor pztraption of ending soundse In aubtests 1 and 2,

three words are read to the child from which he must select one having

the same beginning or ending sound as the stimulus word. In these tests

the child's attention is directed to the beenning or ending sound. In

subtexts 3 and 4, the task is essentially the same except that the stimulus

word only is read to the child.

Gates Word Test - inolvidual test - This is a 40 -item test of recognition

of familiar words. They are both regularly and irregularly spelled and

also are graded in difficulty. The child is asked tr, say the words.

Fry Test Phonetically e Words - individual teat - This is a word

recognition test composed of 30 regularly spelled words, graded in diffi-

culty. The child is asked to say the words.

San DiefeInvento ouilleitilde - group test - This test has 25

questions pertaining to attitudes about reading. As each is read aloud

the child is asked to circle either.ris or 110 in response to the question.

,
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Teacher Measures

Three measures were constructed to identify or evaluate teacher
opinion or performance concerning reading method, They are: a teacher
questionnaire; a classroom observation inventory; and a teacher inter-
view. Each is described below.

A. Teacher Questionnaire

1. Construction and Desc.inon
111,11116017=M/MENI.MMMINI

The teacher questionnaire was constructed by the investigators to
determine the degree of emphasis that first grade teachers give to two
important aspects of beginning reading, sound-symbol relationships and
reading for meaning.

The questionnaire did not ask directly whether nne or the otte r
was emphasized. Instead, questions were designed to elicit responses
such as: 1. The frequency with which the teacher used certain reading
materials; 2 The percent of total reading time devoted to each of a
series of beginning reading ectivities e.g., guided silent reading of
basal readers, independent silent reading of trade books and supplemen-
tary readers, teaching and giving practice in developing a sight vocabu-
lary, teaching and giving practice in word analysis skills; 3. Her own
ranking in importance of certain goals for beginning reading proposed

.,,by various authorities In the field; etc. The questionnaire is reproduced

, . .



in Appendix B. The items of the,questiennaire are listed below with a
brief desdescription of each item.

1. The first item of the questionnaire listed eleven different
types of materials which might be fused in any given reading program,
from basal reader series to faacker...made worksileets. The teacher

was asked to Indicate the frsquency with which she used theze =Aerials;

a. as an integral part of her program; b. as a supplementary part; and

c. as materials never used.

2. On the second item of the questionnaire the teacher was asked

what percent of the total reading time each week she spent on various

reading activities: silent reading, oral reading, etc.

3. The teacher was asked on the third item to give the degree to
which she followed the teacher's manual for the basal series; a. all the
suggestions; b. most of the suggestions; c. some of the suggestions; and

d. none of the suggestions.

4. The fourth item on the list of the questionnaire asked the

teener to rank Lamm one to ten a limit of the goals of first grade reading,
in the order of importance to her program, the number one carrying the

highest priority.

5. The fifth item asked the teacher which of the above goals in

part 4 she would insist upon keeping if it were her task to reduce the

number of goals in first grade reading.

8. The teacher was presented in the sixth Item of the questionnaire

1.



with four forced choices. She could One

alternative, it was asisunied;' had a Stronger meaning einphasii, the other
I fa stronger sound-symbol emphisie.

7. The teacher 'WU asked !niters seven ta"rink five approaches to

independent word recognition, troth one to five, in order of iie'priOrity
that each received in her irograni.

In the selection of teachers for the studYs'the items of The question-

naires were coded for sound-symbol or meaning emphasis. This enabled
the investigators to place each teacher on a continuum; at onk.:, extreme the

teaching of sound-symbol relations was emphasised and at the other ex-
treme meaning was emphasized. Thus; from the tabulation of results, the
investigators attempted to obtain a teacher sample with a balance of sound-
symbol or meaning emphasis as well as experience or inexperience and

educational background. A description of the questionnaire coding and

tabulation: of results follows.

In an analysis of item 1, most teachers made consistent use of
basal readers, teacher's manuals and workbooks associated with the

basal series. Most teachers assigned to each a rank of 1, denoting that
it was an integral part of their programs. .Differences were noted in the
use of word games, teacher-made worksheets and devices for word

analysis and phonics, teacher -made worksheets for..develoring--cornpre-

hension, and experience charts.



The teacher-made worksIkeet.".Werf considered of particu/ar,

portance in discriminating h.ewpen:scound-symbol and meaning. teachers.

A teacher must put considerable thought and Mort .into malting her own

materials. If she chose tio.do ,ls,for word &uw1ysis and phonics, or

for developing cornprehensiOn, tIleirestiga!gr had some clue as to which

she believed was of greater importance in first-grade reading. Thus

the use of word games and teacher-made worksheets for word apakyeis

and phonics were c!vitsylmf as sourld7synattol activities and the teacher-

made worksheets for developing comprehension and experience charts

were classified as meaning activities... The frequency with which the

teacher used the above materials was averaged and this mean frequency

was tabulated for aound-sypbol and meaning. If a teacher used meaning

materials with greater frequency,. she was rated as favoring "meaning"

on this item, or if the opposite .was true, sound-symbol. This became

one item for classifying the leacher on the sound-symbol/meaning con-

tinuum.

In ceding the teacher's responses on item 2, the following were

rated as meanies activities:.

1. Guided silent reading of basal readers

2. Discussion and dramatisation of stories and other related lang-

uage activities

3. Independent silentreadincortrade books and-supplementary

readers

LtirA.t
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4. Supplementary activities to develop word meaning and compre-
hentton skills

The following were rated as sound-symbol actiiitiest
1. Oral reading of basal readers and supplementary materials
2. Teaching and giving practice in developing a sight vocabulary
3. Teaching and giving practice in word analysis skills

Time spent on correlated workbook excercisses was omitted, for the
sound-symbol or meaning emphasis was not dear. The total time spent
on sound-symbol activities and on meaning activities was tabulated. If a
teacher spent more tim, on one or the other kind of activity she was
identified as sound-symbol or as nomning teacher on this item.

On item 3, the degree to which the teacher followed the suggestions
of the manual gave further indication as to her SS or M status. The

;basal reader series used in the sample classrooms was essentially a
meaning approach to reading. In many basal series,

Reading is given a broad definition. It includes as majorgoals, right from the start, word recognition; comprehension, interpretation, appreciation, and application ofthe facts to the study of personal and social problems.

Children start with "meaningful readine at whole words,sentences, and stories as closely geared to their own ex-periences and intereets as possible,. From the start, ni-1lent reading is the preferred mode.

1
Jeanne Chan, 'Innovations in Beginning Reading," The Instructor,March,1965, page 67, The-analysis of the basal readers series comesfrom data gathered for the City College-Carnegie Reading Study, (mimeo),1985.
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If the teacher used all or most of the suggestions she was rated as 'MGM-

ing on this item. If she showed independence of the manual, choosing

some or none of the suggestions, she was rated sound-symboL.

On item 4, the teacher was asked to rank from 1-10, in order of

importance, the goals of first grade reading. These goals were classi-

fied as Sound-symbol or meaning on this item.

Moaning: Developing vapid silent reading

Developing a rich and broad meaning vocabulary

Critical interpretation of what is read

Sound-
Symbol: Ability to sound out words independently

Developing a sight vocabulary

Accurate oral reading

Learning the association of sounds in spoken words

with the letters used to represent them.

Au average was taken of the rank the teacher assigned to both meaning

and sound-symbol goals. The teacher was classified as a meaning or

sound-symbol teacher on this item if she assigned a higher priority to

one or the. other.

Two goals, developing broad reading interests and developing the

ability to read a variety of materials for different purposes, were omitted

in the final analysis. It was felt that these were very general projected

go and did not lend themselves to either a sound-symbol or meaning
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category. Furthermore, in no case did a teacher assign a high priority

to these goals for first grade reading.

On item 5, the teacher was classified as a sound-symbol teacher

if she chose to keep more sound-symbol goals than meaning goals. Or
if she chose more meaning goals she was classified as a meaning teacher
on this item,

On the forced choices in item 6, the teacher could choose only one

of two answers. One alternative was classified as sound-symbol and the
other as meaning. The teacher was classified as sound-symbol or mean-
ing if she chose more of one or the other.

On item 7, the approaches to independent word recognition were
ranked by the teacher from one to five. The approaches classified as
meaning were picture clues and context and meaning clues. Those classi-
fied as sound-symbol were phonetic analysis and structural analysis.
Identification by configuration was considered neither a meaning nor

sound-symbol emphasis and was therefore omitted. A mean rank was
found for the priority each teacher assigned to sound-symbol and mean-

lassification. The following items. were recorded; for each teacher:

the questionnaire that lent themselves to a sound-symbol or meaning
-c

Table 4 summarizes the teachers' responses on the seven items of

77,77"magymisesta.

mean -

ing appzoachos to independeot word recognition. She was classified as
a meaning or sound symbol teacher on this item, whichever approach

received the higher priority.
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Summary of teacher's reapenies to seven
/*a! op the flgestO,Peire,1.

Supple-
ment-
s:7
mater-
ial
mean

reacher liatln

3..
Use of

2. T. man- 4. 5.
Per ual and Goal Total
cent basal rating goal
of reader mean keeps-

fre rank numbs.0
A II 1

SS 105

B M 1

SS 1

C M 1
SS 1

D M 1
SS 1

E M 2
SS 2

F M 2
SS 1.5

G M 2.5
SS 2

2
SS 2

I M 1
SS 2

3 M 2
SS 2

50 SF lb
40

40 HM lb
55

40 Milk lsie
50

40 MM I
40 c

45
35 SF lc

45
40 SF k

25
50 SF 2c

40
45 lc

25
60 MI 20

40 LL lb
40

7.
Word
analy-
sis

8. meth-
Forced ode
choices- mean
number rank Score

3.7 4 1 2.5
893 1 3 2.5

5 all 2 2.0
5.7 ti +, 3.0

6 o ' 1.5
3.8 1 2 4.0

6.2 1 1 3
4.5 31' 3

6.8 2 1 '2
3,3 3 3 4.5

5.5 2 3 1.5
4.0 2 1 4.0

7.0 1 1 4.0
3 4 3 1.5

5.25 2 2 3.5
4.25 4 2 3.5

7 2 4.5
3.25 2 1.5

6.0 1 2.5 2
5.2 1.5 4.5

5M, MS,:

4M, 135,2

2M, 3SS, 2

1M,3SS,3

2M, 4SS, 1

3M ,3SS, 1

7SS

OM, 4SS, p

1M, 4SS,1

2M, 2 SS,
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ial cent. `fro'; jr ating:goai i, Vorced ode
mean of reader mean ksepv.. choices- 'mead '

'eacher Ratingfresut, time series ' rank, nunbv- umber. rank , _ Score

K M 2 47
SS 2 38

L M 1 45
SS 2 55

M M 1 40
SS 1 50

.

N M 1 40
SS . 1 50

E1M lb -7iii8 -.1 1 4e 0
3 ' 2 3 105

4.5 3 1 i 2.5
MM 2c 4.5 2 3 3

6,2 1 1 4.5
MEM lc 4.. 0 . 3 2

. . .

5,7 . 1 1 4.5
;McM lc 4.7 0, 3 2

2MASS, 1

3M, 3SS, 1

MASS, 1

'WM , 1
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1, The teacher's mean rank for her priority of use of supplemen-

tary materials, sound-symbol or meaning. (Item 1)

2. The percent of total reading time a teacher assigned to sound-

symbol or meaning activitieso (Item 2)

3. The degree to which she followed the teacher's manual and

basal reader series. (Item 3)

4. The mean ranking a teacher assigned to the goals of reading

for sound - symbol and meaning. (Item 4)

5. The number of sound-symbol and meaning goals of reading

that the teacher insisted upon keeping if it wet e her task to reduce

the number of goals in first grade reading. (Item 5)

6. The number of sound-symbol and meaning "forced choices" the

teacheir made when presented with a series of four reading situations,

(Item 6)

7, The teacher's mean rank for her use of either sound-symbol

or meaning approaches to independent word recognition. (Item 7)

An overall eound-symbol and meaning rank was assigned to each

teacher based on how she used her time, what activities she deemed im-

portant, and what she prclerred, as indicated by her responses to the

seven items of the questionnaire. An example is given below to illus-

trate the process of assigning an overall rank, taken from Table 4.

On item 1, teacher A had a mean of 1,5 on her use of supplemen-

tary materials for sound- symbol reading activities, and a mean of 1 on
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materials for meaning activities. The number 1 indicated the highest fre-

quency of use. A check way placed beside the M category to indicate her

preference of M on this item.

On item 2, teacher A noted that she devoted 40% of her reading time

to sound-symbol activities and 50% to meaning activities. A check was

placed beside the M score to indicate teacher A's greater emphasis on mean-

ing in reading.

On item 3, teacher A had a notation of SF, 1,b. SF refers to use of

the Scott Foresman basal reader series. The number 1 refers to the fre-

quency with which she used the teacher's manual, as an "integral part of

her program (see item I of the Questionnaire). The letter b indicates thatr.

she uses most of the manual's suggestions for a lesson (Item 3 on Q). NS hen

a teacher selected a or b on this item she was judged as using a meaning

approach. If c or d is chosen, the teacher was judged as using a sound-

symbol approach.

On item 4, teacher A, in ranking from one to ten the various goals of

first grade reading, gave a neaa rating of 6.3 to sound- symbol goals, and

3.7 to meaning goals. ith 1 as the highest vit.**, teacher A gave priority

to meaning goals, and therefore was rated as emphasizing meaning.

On item 5, where the teacher was asked which goals she would keep

if some had to be eliminated, teacher A chose to keep 1 sound-symbol goal

and 4 meaning goals. She was therefore rated meaning on this item.

Item 6 shows that when faced with alternative choices, meaning or

sound-symbol in certain r # ading situations, teacher A selected three
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sound-symbol choices and only one meaning choice. She was therefore

rated as sound-symbol on thfs item.

On item 7, where the teachers were asked to assign a rank from one to

five to various word analysis methods, with one as the highest priority,

teacher A's mean rank for meaning and sound-symbol were the same, so

she was assigned an equal classification on this item.

Teacher A had a total meaning classification of 5, one sound-symbol

classification, and one equal or neutral classification. Thus she was con-

sidered to give a stronger emphasis to meaning than to sound-symbol rela-

tions in her first grade program. .She was rated as a meaning teacher 3

From the questionnaire, the seven items discussed above were the

basis for several teacl-scr variables used in the data analysis. These con-

stituted the professed methods of the teacher. The variables are as follows:

Variable

58 A teacher rating, on a 1-2 scale, where 1 indicates a mixed

and 2 indicates sound-symbol emphasis upon reading instruction.

79 A teacher rating, on a 1-2 scale, where 1 indicates a mixed and

2 indicates meaning emphasis upon reading instruction.

60 A teacher rank on a 1-9 scale, where 1 indicates a strong mean-

ing emphasis and 9 indicates a strong sound - symbol emphasis

upon reading instruction.

81 A teacher rank on a 1-9 scale, where 1 indicates a strong sound-

symbol emphasis and 0 indfratea Ea otrong weaning emphasis

upon reading instruction.
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59 A teacher rank on a consistency scale, 1-5, where I indicates

teachers who mixed patterns of sound-symbol or meaning read-

ing activities and where k indicates a strong pattern or prefer-

ence for either meaning or sound-symbol activities.i
Two additional teacher variables which came from item 2 on the question-

naire are as follows:

57 A teacher rank on a 1-9 scale, where 1 indicates a high percen-

tage of time said to be spent on meaning reading activities and
;

where 9 indicates a high percentage of time said to be spent on

sound-symbol reading activites.

80 A teacher rank on a 1-9 scale, where 1 indicates a high percent-

age of time said to be spent on sound-symbol reading activities

and 0 indicates a high percentage of time said to be spent on

meaning reading activities.

It may be noted that variables 58 and 79 are the same, as are 60 and 81,

57 and 80. The scales have been reversed in each case so that either sound-

symbol or meaning would correlate with other data coded on a low to high

linear scale.

For items 58 and 79, the teacher rating was a count of the seven items;

that method, sound-symbol or meaning, the teacher gave the greatest emphasis

was used for the rating. If the teacher assigned equal weight to both methods,

she was considered to be a "mixed" methods teacher.

In assigning a ranking for the items 60 and 81, each of the seven items

from the questiOnnaire,_ as described ma pages 19 and 20, were weighted. A
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meaning tally was weighted 1, a "mixed" or equal tally was weighted 2, and

sound-symbol tallies were weighted 3. For example, teacher A on Table 4

has 5 meaning, I mixed, and 1 sound-symbol designations. These designaticas

are weight4, in the same order, 5,2,3, giving a total of ten.

The range of possible weighted scores was from 7 to 31, or a 15 point

sale. The scores were prorated to obtain an equivalent ranking on a nine-

point scale. Table 5 gives the subsequent rankings for the teacher sample.

Table 5

Weighted scores and teacher rankings based on
the seven items of the questionnaire

Teacher

Scores from
7 items on

Weighted
score as 3
is 2 m 1

Ranking
1 M 9 SS

A

_____questionnaire

5M01SS, 1 10 2

B 4M, 1SS,2 11 3

C 2M, 3SS,2 15 5

D 1M,3SS,3 16 6

2M,4SS,1 16 6

F 3M, 3SS, 1 14 5

G ?SS 21 9

H 4SS, 3 18

4SS, 1 15

2M 2SS, 3 14 5

2M,4SS, 1 16 6

I. 3M, 3SS, 1 14 5

M 1M, 5SS, 1 18

N 111/1,53S, 1 18 7
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Variables 57 and 80 were constructed so that a comparisu i. could be
.made between what the teacher said she did and what was actually observedat

in the classroom. It was possible to calculate from both the observation
schednle and the questionnaire a percent of time spent on (1) phonics,
(2) other sound-symbol activities such as, sight, or whole word recognition,
and (3) meaning activities.

Item 2 of the. questionnaire was used to obtain this !information. The
totals by teacher for the percentages varied from 75% to 100% of total reading
time. All percentages were prorated to a base of 100%. The percentages
were weighted as follows: phonics was given a weight of 3; other sound-symbol
activities, such as sight or whole word recognition, were given a weight of 2;
and meaning activities, such as guided silent reading were given a weight of 1,
This same procedure was followed in prorating and weighting the percentages
on the classroom observation ttventory. The total scores for both question-
naire and observation inventory ranged from 137 to 235. Those scores were
then prorated to a nine-point scale. Tale 6 shows the rankings for both the
questionnaire and the observation Inventory. There was a bunching of
teachers on the meaning side when percentages obtained were taken from the
questionnaire° However, the percentages obtained through observation of
what the teachers did were spread widely from one end of the continuum to
the other (see Table 6).
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Table 8

Proportion of time spent by teachers on reading methods, and
resultant rankings, From nth the questionnaire

and the observation inventory

Questionnaire Observation

Weighted
Teacher Phonics SS M %

A.. 11 33 56 155

B 6 38 56 150

C 18 29 53 165

D 13 53 33 178

E 11 47 42 169

F 18 35 47 171

G 12 59 29 183

H 25 25 50 175

I 18 27 55 163

Tu 18 39 44 176

K 25 25 50 175

L 25 30 45 '180

M 22 33 44 176

N 2'4 33 0" 176

where 1 is M axed 9 is SS

Weighted
Rank Phonics SS' M

a.
2 15 23 62

2 1 38 63

3 .16 25 59

4 7 39 54

3 20 29 51

3 0 37 63

4 0 57 43

4 1 42 57

2 50 15 35.

4 4 36 60

4 60 15 25

4 0 79 21

4 23 36 41

4 38 20 42

% Rank

153 2e.

138 1

157 2

153 2

169 3

137 1

157 2

144 1 -

215 7

144 1

235 9

179 4

182 4

196 6

i



Variable 59 is a teacher consistency ranktril. Throughout the .analysis

of the questionnaire it was noted that many teachers r4vo:nsed their meaning

or zound-symbol positions on one or more Items. A consistency at-Ala WP.1

devised to indicate to tr4actiers who shows4 str-4.-.g or mixed patterns*

The iev items on Table 4 were used for t'ac!.a p.Irpose. On a 5-1 scale, if

all seven items were checked sound-synabol meaning, or equal, the teacher

was assigned a rank a 6, the highest t:onsSaWney, Mins in the same

category were so checksti, the teachor, received a rank of 4, and so cm.

B. Classroom Observation Inv r
1. Construction

Chia of the major purposes the sttt.dr wes to relate what transpired

in the classroom during the reading sesNions to pupil achleveznerat. The

purposs of the Classrowz Obeern.-Uori riwetitizy was to try to pin down what

the good teacher did,, where good is defined as having a beneficial effect on

the reading achievement of the children. Also, the inventory would make

possible comparisons of what the teacher was observed to do during the

reading lessons with what she said she did as :-eparted on the questionnaire

and at the interview.

To this end, work weal begun on the construction of a classroom obser-

vation inventory that would give objective information on the content of a

reading lesson, on various teacher characteristics, as well as teacher-pupil

interactions. Existing schemes for describing purAl-teacher interactions in

the classroom by Flanders (MO) at d by Pauline Sears (1934) P14
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also were studied for possible use.

A preliminary form of an observation inventory was developed. It

was tried out in several classrooms together with the Amidon-Flandere

Interaction Analysis. Initial reaction to the preliminary observpol:r.-2

was positive, 0: hough the observers thought it wokild be better to have a

tighter set of rating scales to assure compe.rability of judgment, greater

reliability, and ultimate quantification. The Amidoh-Flanders intcreaction

Analysis, although it showed promise, was thought to be of secondary value

to the main purpose of the study and was titer fore discontinued.

The classroom observation inventory was therefore revised and tried

out in the classroom, This revision included ?daptations of classroom ob-

servation scales developed by the Bank Street College of Education (1964).

These included an approval- disapproval scale for rating the teacher's tecii-

nique for management and discipline, a closeness vs. distance scale for

rating teacher's contact with children, an approach scale for

rating the teacher's techniques for imparting knowledge, a scale on class

tension, and a scale on structure vs. license for rating the teacher's organi

zation of classroom activities. Observers m9.king independent judgments

in the same classrooms indicated that the revision was workable. It was in-

stituted for use in all classrooms beginning in November

The observation scale was revised to obtain greater clarity of items, to

quantify as many items as possible without reducing their value, and to

measure inter-judge relittlility in an informal. way. T C:r!eatk the latter
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point, rater reliability check witii made for all of the items on the first

revision of the observation inventory. Each of the quantitative scales was

coded ftrun to nine and comparisons were mad% That questions that

more difrmult to C01122are, b,st each question was sum-

mear134.,1. I~ der 614 ,/,)2111$110 sad compare he ran, of responses. Thus,

thoos.tbr-als vitich showed high tier -judge co-nsistency and those which did

r.ot i:clot.; be Identified. Items elzowing low consistency were discussed with

catch of ti a oJailer yrs .sx an attex.41 to ecierect. any ti,tabiottf that may have

existed In the ,or/tt.. of The items, la some cases more precise definitions

of each point along the quantitative scale were made. Items that showed

high inter-judge consistency were let in their original form.

henever it was possible to quantify an item without losing the value

of Oat item, this was done. An example of such is the quantification of the

original contort of class item.

he scales contained ambiguous components, two scales were intro-

duced in the revision so that obserNers could be more specific in their re-

sponses. For example, the dAlLtAlttkpasmel or disamoya scale was

supplemented by a scale asking the observer to judge the degree of teacher

objectivity in her reactions to the zhildrenos behavior. This additional

Ineasure gave the original scale more meaning in terms fri6 understanding

the ineividual teacher and class ettus.tion.

!n the case of the mart g.N.; of class tension all of the items

were discarded and an entirely new set of items were devised. Original

items used the word tenason in en ambiguous way, so that each observer
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had different conceptions of the term. The revised scale asked for judg.

merits based on the behavior observed in the classroom and avoided the diffi-

culty of divergent interpretations.

Several changes were made in tae quantitative summary of the reading

lesson on the last pages of the observation inventory. First, the observer

was asked to use the summary sheet which best described the major lesson

or lessons observed. Modifications of the lesson were listed on that sheet.

For example, when observing a whole word recognition lesson where a

teacher gave some phonic clues the observer rated the use of phonics as part

of the whole word recognition lesson as opposed to the earlier method of

classifying it under the phonics section.

The second change in this part was in stating the percent of time for

each reading activity rather than simply checking whether it was, used as a

major or minor part of the total lesson, Percentages were also used to indi-

cate how much of the observed reading period was devoted to a particular kind

of activity. The use of percentages avoided different interpretations of what

"major" or "rn inor" meant and also differentiated between those activities

used only once or twice and those methods used as an integral part of the

hoped that such information would throw light upon any independent activities

that might affect the children's ability to read.

lesson.

A part asking for information on the readiki group not working with the

teacher durin6 the reading period was added. This part took cognizance of

the types of related reading activities engaged in by the children. It was
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The final revision of the Classroom Observation Inventory was completed-

and used from the beginning of January, 1965 through the end of May, 1965:

Although the final version differed from the second version on only a few

points, it was expected to enable the observers to report more precisely on

the interactions in the classroom. All previous data from the second ob-

servation inventory were transposed in terms of the revised inventory kor more

uniform coding of information, This was easily done since the majority of

the items on the two forms were still the same; also the free-running proto-

cols on the second version permitted the observers to make judgments on

most of the new and revised items for the final observation inventory.

The 56 items of the new observation inventory were tested for reliability.

For twenty lessons, two staff members observed the same lesson and each

rated the lesson independently. These judgments were used for the relia-

bility ratings. Intraclass reliabilities1
are high for most of the items, as

shown on Table 7. Only 6 of the items fall below acceptable significance

levels. It was concluded that items on observation scale were sufficiently

reliable to be used for data analysis in the study.

2. Description

The final classroom observation inventory contained two sections.

The first section asked for a free-running account of the lesson. The ob-

server recorded the events and sequence of activities, with time limits as

they occurred, and at the same time noted whether the activity was directed

1 Guilford, J. P. Fundamental statistics in psychology and education.,
(4th ed.) New York: McGraw Hill, 1965, pp. 298-300.

3
ealirwiiisArrawm."



intraclass corralattona for rat-r reliability for items
froill classruini observation inventory

Table 7

48-

Item Variable no. r
Amount of reinforcement 1

_
. 87

Number of errors 2 . 63

Teacher talk vs. student talk 3 .90

Pupil talk vs. pupil practice 4 .92

Classroom participation 5 .86

Reading behavior:'reacher reaction 6 .88

Reading behavior relation: Teacher
reaction

General- managernerat: Teacher

7 .8i

Teacher reaction

reaction

General management relation:
ct

8

9

.83

. 90

Closeness vs. distance A 10 .82

Closeness vs. distance B 11 .95

ic;Approach to Larritrig: informatioh 12 88

Approach to Learning: thinking 13 ,81

Teacher expectation 14 95

Children's behavior 15

Comfort of tear' r 16 ,68

Comfort of children 17

C/ass a tructure 18
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Table 7
(continued)

Item
.0.10.=1...

Competence

WWR: quality a

VvViiR: percent of time

WV R:. simple look-say

Vv*R: write or copy word

Nk Ve R: configuration

V/WR: meaning, picture, context

ViNkR: phonics

VrVvR: spelling

WV, }t: visual matching,no talk

WW, R: visual matching, talk

ViVVR: isolation

Iry A: quality b

percent of time

VV' A! u rhy-rnes ..;;>ourtdo

WA: listening and pictures

V. Al rounds, printed letters.

AA, A: sounds, priv ked w; rds

sounds,printed words
z,ne.

not signiiicant at .05 lc,ive

whole word rocognition
word are ly

Variable no. r
19 .91

20 .88

21 .96

22 .98

23 .98

24 .00*

25 .94

26 .49

27. .80

. 28 .00*

29 .88

30 , 98

31 .92

32 .99

33 cj

1.00

35 77

36
0
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Table 7
(continued)

Item

WA: structural analysis

ViA: alphabet - visual matching

VA: alphabet - matching With
names

WA: spelling

CR: quality

CR: percent of time

CR: predominant mode

CR: oral reading questions

CR: oral reading, plain

CR: silent reading & questions

CR: silent reading, pig in

CR: discussion of picti:res

CR: discussion of stories

CR: discussion of grammatical
structure

OR: discussion of sen ntics

CR. phonic cues stressed

'211: reading with eyes

OTher group involvement

not significant at ,05 Jewel

COFITiCetzd re sting

Variable no.

38 .57

39 00*

40 .00*

41 .00*

43 .90

44 .94

45 .96

46 .83

47 .91

48 .94

49 .75

50 .92

51 .97

52 f 95

53 4 a1

54 .97

5.5

56 X98
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to the whole class or to a group (whether to the high achieving, riddle,
or low group). In addition, the observer noted, at five minute intervals,

the number of children not participating in order to obtain a measure of

interest and involvement of the children.

More detailed instructions for recording this running account of the

lesson are included on page one of the Classroom Observation Inventory

in Appendix 'C.

The second section included a series of rating scales and questions

on behaviors, attitudes, and interactions between the teacher and pupils

specific to reading and to general classroom management.

The observers were instructed to fill out this second part of the ob-

servatiou schedule either during the lesson, or immediately following

the lesson, when their impressions were still fresh. They could refer

back to their full protocols for specific information. Indeed, for many

of the scales and questions reference back to the free running description
was a necessity, especially for the items on reading and also for the more
17P11.°' al questions on management and attitudes.

The scales and questions fell roughly withia the following c tegories:

The amount and kmd of practice in reading engaged in by the

.hese scales required fine distinctions since they were used not

only to determine what actually was done to reading , but to rank the

teachers on the sound-symbol/ meaning continu,m. Toward this end, the
sched inciucled fly!: pi t>pr)rtio41 of teyilcIK-2t talk to pupil talk Fad
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practice, the proportion of pupil talk to pupil practice of reading. Additions'

scales were to be checked to indicate how the lesson was taught, i.e.,

whether or not new words were presented in isolation or in connected

phrases and, in word analysis lessonsi, and whether or not sounds were

always isolated or presented through a whole word. The quality of the

lessons and the various aspects of the lessons were to be rated on a

scale from excellent to poor.

Related to the above were scales and questions dealing with the

extent of errors made by the pupils as well as the ease or difficulty of

the lesson (pages ).

2. Teacher's reaction with regard to pupils' responses. These

included judgments on the amount and kind of reinforcement given by

the teacher during the reading lesson, how pupils were reinforced for

correct responses, and how errors were handled (page ).

3. The broader aspects of classroom behavior end teacher-pupil

interaction as follows:

A scale on the extent of class ,,articipation (page ).

b. A scale concerned with the teacher's approval-disapproval,

to be rated separately for reading behavior and for general mara,iement

and discipline. This rated whether the teacher's reaction to the chil-

dren's responses was primarily one of pratte and approval or blame

1.
Adapted by the investii;ato fron' The Bank street 2.ollet-- of

Education Scales. From ?ersonality aspects of tea.c!iing: a predictive
study, Genet. ?sycholoa. 1564 , 6&, ap 101-14&.
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and disapproval (pa,e

c. A scale on clogeness vs.distancri, i.e., whether the teacher

was-remae or in contact with the children (page ).

d. Approach to learning, i.e., whether the teacher emphasfzen

information and skills or the stimulation of thought (page 74.

e. The degree Of class structure, i.e., whether the teacher had

a structured or loosely' organized classroom situation (page = ).

Also included in this area r;ore other secles on classroom atmos-

phere:

f. The 'lehavior that the teacher expected of the children i.e.,
whether restrained and controlled or permissive (page ).

g. The actual child behavior observed i.e., whether highly con-

trolled or uncontrolled (page ).

h. The comfort of the teacher and pupils (page ).

4 Teacher's competence, ranging from excellent to very poor.

This is a summary judgment by the observer of the teacher's total per -

form; .ace and reflected the assumption as to whether or not the children

seemed to be benefitting from her presentation,
(5. hat the group not working with the teacher did during the ob-

oerved lecoon, as well as the involvement of the group in their asoigied

t-m3k (page )0

Generally, an attempt was made to be ae inclusive as possible. &ay

toacbar ITAK,vio'r thcYt could bG relcle-ci to oiAcomez, in pupil
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achievement, especially with regard to particular practices and emphases
in the teach:rig of reading, was included in the classroom observation in-

ventory. So little is known about the effect of teacher behavior on pupil

achievement the the investigators preferred to err on the side of overin-
elusion.' At the same time they wished to determine whether some of

the behaviors and attitudes could actually be observed and described with

any degree of reliability and objectivitya

3, Coding

Since about 75% of the items in classroom observation inventory
were in the form of rating scales, they were assigned a numerical index

of 1 to 9 on the various points checked. However, for some of the scales
only a 5 point index was used. An attempt was made tr.% assign the higher

index to the end of the scale that was anticipated by the staff to have the

most positive relationship to pupil ac;...levement.

The remaining 25% of the items were not scaled numerically but

viere written commentaries by ant observer. These items were analyzed

for content and placed on a 9 or 5 poiLt scat by members of the staff.
In coding these items, all of the observer's comments over the year on
a particular item were listed. It was found that these responses to an

item varied by degrees which could be placed on a numerical scale and
coded.

Ec.,..cause of the pilot Datum, of this study -;',.rAci the lack of precedence
in ittc. ,._,-3,0*qing of Min. 1,,)w qwlitative rating it wa.:$ niz--...:c...eoary to ba sub-
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jective in the judgments made, The judgments that were made were

based on the experience of the investigators, as well as on.a screening, .

of :the related theoretical literature, Described below are the qualitative

items which were scaled.

1. Amount of individual attention given (page ).

The scale rates the extent to which an individual child was helped
. .

by the teacher in the classroom situation. It, attempts to. measure tne

teacher's provision for the particular strengths and deficiencies of the

various children, The scale lists individual help in class given very

often at one end to no individua-ven at the othck' end, The ratings

are seen below. Each teacher,s response in the category was rated and

a mean of the ratings was used as her final designation.

9

Individual help
in class given
very often

Individual help
and other indi-
cations given
fairly often

2. Difficulty a lesson

5

Other indica-
tions .of indi-
rect concern
with individ-
uals Liven
sometimes

Little
indiv dual
help

No
in

help

The scale evaluates 3' he lesson in terms its ease or difficulty

for the children (pag . ). The scale goes from Let rift all the time
to too h rd ins japro_priate most of the tune. Each teacher's responses
in the ce,t6:;rtry wcre read ant a mean wao taken of tb rittiags, The
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range of ratings io given below.

9 7 5

Just right aa Usually just SornetimP 2 Too eagy Too hard
the time right just light most oZ or inapprn-

time p.ric4.--;

nlost a
111,,, tam,,

3. Are individual children taken into account?

The scale gives a positive or negative rating to the question of

whether individual children were taken into account (page 2 ). A simple

yes - no judgment was required of the observers so a 2 point scale was

used. The response assigned the majority of times tc ;?,,t,tch teat:qler g as

used as her rating,

4. V by was classroom participation high?

The scale summarizes the prbdominant ways used b'y each l'eactiler

to obt4.1n high participation (page . ). This scam (af".,,e -;:e1-4 from the

others in that there is no continuum but rather descriptions

weight ; they are given below.

A

Teachc:r person- cher uses ExT6,:ecta-

ality w warm many interea- o.,'re
and accepting tiny; and ap-

propriate
th

$I `e 7z1right

I

A.tr

attet.,-
tion xR , -114-
aye ',Rey
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The 8-point rating scale was devised ey scaling varying combinations
of the five characteristicn:

3

A}

S

CD A

4 3 2

E

5, How t;oele- the teacher react to 2vm.--4,)arlicipl.enp. children?
The scale rates .the way the teacher reats4ed to the children not partic-

ipating in tile ree.lIng lesson (par 5 ). It is a five point scale assigning
score of 5 to always trie:.: Jrkvole-e- th ire ositive m.,2aner and a

se ere of 1 to usually semlzinitive action. Each teacher's responses
in tr-e category were rated and a mean rating was then assiped to eats
teacher. The scale given

Always tries to
i,r,teolve children
is positive man-
ae

4 3

Usually Ignores
tries to
involve
etc,

2 1

Usually uses
mild punitive
action

Usually take3
severe puni-
tive action

6. Bow does the children'e behavior affect the learning situation?
The scale rates how disruptive .:er conducive the children's behavior

was tc the learning situation (page ). It is a judgment of the classrar,re
atmos;',..te-e as affi:king the learning situation. Rating: for each Teacher's
respc) --2 were given and 0, mean of the rating s found. The scOe goes



from very conducive to very disruptive in nine steps:

5 3

Very conducive Moder- Neutral Moderately Very dis-
ately disruptive ruptive
condu-
cive

7. How are errors handled?

The scale rates how the teacher handled errors made by the children

(page ). It is a judgment of how much help was given the children in

working through their errors. The teachers were given mean ratings as

on the previous scales. The scale does from Ives clues and..._19.1.2s work

through answers to shows annoyance or reprimand. This scale is presen-
ted below:

9 7 5 3

Gives clues Encourages, Calls another Ignores Shows annoy-
and helps other vues child or gives error Ellice or rep-work through answer her-- riwandsanears self

8.. Interest of materials,

The scale explores the degree of interest the children snowed in the

presented ) - -viere ind for

each teacher. Tae froz.r. :22:-:LLL-te_re,,_-,LLA:a_--to d



7 3 1

Very interestini, Quite inter- Moderately Not very Very dull
esting interesting interes- (ne4.''inter-

ting (quite eating)
dull)

Appendix D contains an observation schedule marked for items that

were scaled as well as the scale points assigned, as well as for items that

were analyzed by content analysis.

Items from the observation inventory were used to classify teachers

as to their particular emphasis in reading. Each teacher was placed on a

sound-symbol/meaning continuum, At one end were those teachers who

tended in the observed lessons to put greater stress on learning the symbols

for either spoken words or parts of words (sounds), and at the other end

were those who put greater stress on relating the presented words to

meaning. Those rankings were used in variables 70 and 83 in the data

analysis.

A composite score, to determine the percentage of sound-symbol

and weaning instruction used by each teacher, was calculated. This score

was based on a weiEhting of each of the items that involved jud6wents

about use of sound-syrrbol or meaning activities. These were variables

21, 25, SO, 32, 42, 44, 47, and 64.

The mean percentage a time give to each of the three types of

teesons, whol,a word reco,nition, phonics, arid connected reading was de-
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termined for each teacher (variables 21, 32, 44). The items under each

of these sections were then classified as primarily sound-symbol or mean-

ing instruction. Since this section of the observation schedule was most

representative of the teacher's emphasis, it Ivls given a weight of 80

percent of the final composite sound-symboljmeaning score.

The scale of kiercentage of teacher talk to percentage of pupil prac-

tice (variable 4) seemed a meaningful supplementary scale. It was hypothe-

sized that meaning teachers would spend a greater amount of time talking;

therefore, a rating of more teacher talk would indicate a stronger meaning

emphasis and vice versa. This rating was given a 10 percent weighting.

The final 10 percent of the weighting was shared equally by three

scales, variables 30,42 and 54. They were given relatively low weighting

because they were judged to be of lesser importance than the other varia',11P,s.

The first scale under Whole Word Recognition section, variable 30: was a

measure of whether the teacher taught whole word recognition in connected

phrases or in isolation. It was thought that a teacher who was more con-

cerned with meaning would tend to use connected phrases more frequently

in teaching word recopition.

The second scale, variable 42, was part of the Word Analysis section

and gave information PA to whether a teacher isolated a sound or always

used it in a word during word analysis skill lessons. It was felt that the

teachers who have a sound - symbol orientation would more frequently
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isolate the sound rather than uge it in a word.

The third scale was part of the Cvnn- g_bated Reading section, variable

54, and measured the extent to which the tet-4cher called thalm'children.'s atten-

tion to phonic, structural and spelling clues already learned, especially

when an error was made, The sound-symbol teacher, it was thought,

would be expected to give more soundtsyrnbol clues, even during the con-

nected reading activity.

These various scales were weighted and a final score of percentage

of meaning and percentage of sound-symbol was thereby attained and labeled.

Table 7, on pages 38,39, and 40, gives the weighting for each of

the teachers on the three reading rr-Ahods and her ranking on the primary

emphasis scale.

C. Interview

Description

The fourteen teachers participated in one intensive interview during

the year. The interview was another instrument to determine more fully

the teacher's theories and practices concerning beginning reading instruc-

tion, particu:;.4-iy those practices which might not be evident during the

classroom observations. It was also an attempt to give the teacher

greater freedom to express her ideas than she had been given on the question-

mire.
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Material from the interviews served two purposes. Some parts of

it were analysed for content and then quantified for inclusion in the data

analysis. Other parts were used qualitatively.

For this purpose a set of questions was prepared. The questions fell into

elm broad categories:

1, Questions which asked for a dpscription of the teacher's reading
program ,

2. Questions regarding the theoretical basis and goals of the teacher's
program,

3. ,**4 uestions regarding the teacher's background in reading instruc-
tion and her current sources of information.

The interviews were conducted by members of the staff in the late

fall of 1964 and first months of 1965. They took from 1 to 2 hours. The

two replacement teachers were interviewed in the spring of 1e85.

Questions which fell into the first category, a description of the

teacher's prozya-a-:, included items 1, 2, 3, 4, a, 7, 8, 10, 17, 18, and

22 (see Appendix D ), These questions asked for a description of her

readiness program, the materials used for developing readiness, and

how much time was devoted to this aspect of reading instruction. She

was also asked to describe how she started the children on reading, when

she introduced them to pre-primers, and what specific materials she used

for this stt.ge, She was also asked for general information regarding her daily

program, i.e. p the amount of time devoted to different aspects of reading,
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to activities related to reading ( writing, speaking, lis:eting,etc.) and to

non -reading activities. Also included was a question on hipow she related

these others to the reading lessons.

The second .3-r,i)up of questions asked for information on the theoreti-

cal basis and goals of her program, items 5,11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and

23. ';luestions were asked such as how did she select her reading program,

why does she follow or omit certain parts of the basal reader program,

what her im.riediate and long term goals were for.the particular class she

was teaching, etc.

The third category of questions concerned the teacher's sources of

information about reading and reading programs. Items 5, 11, 16, 19, 20,

and 21 covered that are Examples of such questions are: "Where did you

get the most valuable suggestions regarding first grade reading?" "Are

you following a supervisors suggestion? i° '"Eow do you keep up with current

practices in the teaching of reading?" Inforafation was sought about the

amount of reading instruction the teacher had received during her earlier

training.

2. Co

The interviewers' notes were prepared for content analysis. It was

decided to list each question and sub-question on tabulation sheets and then

to make abbreviated notes for each teacher from the interVielk reports. It

was then possible to quickly survey all fourteen teacher responses to any
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particular question, In some cases the responses had sufficient range to
ri

permit a quantitive scale. Eight item El were so quipatifted and added to

the list of teacher variables. Because of the lack of structure in the inter-

view situation and ,..4.ifferent interpretations of the questions , it was often

necessary for the investigators to make subjective judgments.

The scales and ranges are described below:

1. Type of readiness program (uest.a), Teacher responses ranged from

general language activities to teaching- specific reading skills, such as

auditory and visual discrimination exercises, to phonics and word and

letter matching. A scale of 1 to 5 was established ranging from "global"

to "specific" readiness activities, based on the definitions already estab-

lished for meaning and sound-symbol aspects of reading.

1- Mostly language and pictures (Scott Foresman) readiness pro-
gram.

2- Pictures, language and auditory and visual discrimination

Auditory and visual discrimination

4- Phonics, games, matching letters or words

5- VT.atchin, of letters and words (Houghton Mifflin) rhyming and
visual discrimination,

2, When reading activities =ere started (Quest. Responses to this

item ranged in time from mid-September through Noiember. These re-

sponses were placed on a 5 to I scale, from an early to late start.



5 1- Mid-September
4 Beainnin's October
3 Mid- October'
2 End _of October - beginnin; of ovem ber
1 - Mid-November or later

3. 7:hen children were first grouped for reading instruction (C west. 6).

Responses to this question were placed on a nine-point scale with those

teachers who grouped their children early in October assigned a value

of 9 9 to those who established no grouping by May assigned a value of

1 as follows:

- October
8 - November-

-; December
6 - January
5 - February
4 - March
3 - April
2 - May
I - No Grouping

4. How much does the teacher use the manual accompanyulg the reading

series used Ce;_uest.13:). Teacher responses ranged from extensive use

to ".Nornever use it." The teacher's responses were placed on a five--

point scale as follows:

5 - No use
4 - Very little
3 - 50%, "fairly often" or flexiole
2 - Follows general method with considerable dependence on manual
1 - Follows manual closely

5. -ohat are the teacher's specific expectations for class achiever ent in

reading at the end of grade 1 (Quest. 10. This question elicited a variety



of responses, from establishing acceptable work habits: to completing the

primer or completing all the be in the series for the first grade and

gaining independent word attack skills. The responses were placed on

1 to v general tc "speciftc" scale.

g - Ability to read on second grade level
Ccmpletion of first grade reader

3 - Completion of pre-primer and primer
2 - Vague
I - Every student at his level

6. Teacher rating of the level of ability of her pupils (Quest. 1?). Responses

to this question were placed on a threecoint scale.

3 - above average
2 - Average
1 - Below verage

It was our impression that the responses to this question reflected the

school administration's grouping policy. Son'e of the schools isouped the

classes by ability; hence the teacher's rating may have reflected the initial

judgment made `y the administration.

7. Amount of teacher training in reading courses (Quest. 20). Responses

were placed on a three-point scale.

3 - Undergraduate and cxeduate courses in reading
2 - Inservice traininz in readin:.; courses

- General methods course in normal school or college

8. What effort is rr2ade to keep up with the reading field (Quest. 21). Re-

sponses ranged from chatting with other teachers over coffee to attending

professional meetings and reading journals, etc. A threepoint scale was

devised.

1
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3 eb Considereole re ding of educational journals aad Board of Edum
cation bulletins, pluts at dance t profedeknalf mtetings

oymei reading, mostly rapo ihatoittinei t.nid* pers.»
papers, and eome attendance in theervice Wars.°

Na reading,/ all information from 1. ray and teacher's manual



IV
Primary eta Paralysis

Several analyses were carried out to provide information about

the questions raised in the study. The major questions centered around

the interactions of the teacher's professed reading methods, methods

she was observed to be using, and the childrenes initial characteristics,

all as related to reading achievement at the end of grade one. Subsidi-

ary investigations were concerned with the relationahip among pupil and

teacher measures obtained in October, January and June, as well as

with an analysis of what factors were actually measured in both the

pupil and the tsar measures and ratings

Chapter IV presents a discussion of the main analyeeS, while

Chapter V is concerned with the subsidiary e.nalyses.

Analysis of Varkance

The primary investigation in the study concerned the effect of the

teacher's style and characteristics as well as her intercretation of read-

ing method on her pupils' reading achievement scorLs both in January

and in June of the first grade year, To gauge that effect, an analysis of

variance design was first used. Since all 83 teacher characteriqtica

could not be used, eight variables judged by the inveEtigators as prob-
ably having a positive effect on. reading achleveraont scores were chosen
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from the 83. Those eight variables came from the Classroom Obser-

nation Inventory. They were:

Variable No.

1. overall competence 19
2. primary emphasis in reading 70
3. amount of class participation 75
4. amount of praise or disappro-

val given during reading lesson 6
5. appropriateness of lesson in

terms of difficulty level 72
6. classroom structure 18
7. attention given to individual

differences 71
8. thinking aprikoacti to learning 13

Twenty-one dual combinations of the eight variables were used as

independent variables in the analyses. Those combinations are shown

in Table 8.

A two-way Pmalysis of variance was run for each of the test vari-

ables! and pupil characteristics, using each of the 21 teacher variables,

a total of about 900 analyses in all. A range of Nts from 330 to 200 were

used in the 12-class sample and from 120 to 88 were used in the 4-class

sample in the various analyses. The progrrto used gave F ratios for

cell eifferances, fain effects differences, and interaction effects, or

a total of severs F ratios for each analysis.
1

Tho resulting data were analyzed according to time when pupil

testy were given as follows: 1. those measures which were given in

1.
The data for the cell differences are not reported because

they were judged to be 2PBE) useful than the other F ratios presented
here.
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Table 8

Teacher Characteristics Combined for 21 Groups
Used in Analysis of Variance

Group into. Variables

1. Competence
a,

with Primary Emphasis
2. Approach to Learning with Primary Emphasis
3. Participation with Approval-Disapproval
4. Participation with Appropriateness
5. Partinipation with Class-Structure
6. Participation with Competence
7. rarticipation with Approach to Learning
8. Participation with Individual Differences
9. Approval-Disapproval with Class-Structure

10, Approval-Disapproval with Competence
11. Approval-Disapproval with Individual Differences
12. Class-Structure with Appropriateness
13. Competence with Appropriateness
14. Class-Structure with Competence
15 Approach to Learning with Appropriateness
16, Individual Differences with Appropriateness
17. Approach to Learning with Class-Structure
18, Class-Structure with Individual Differences
19. Approach to Learning with Competence
20. Competence with Individual Differences
21. Approach to Learning with Individual Differences

a. Abbreviations for Tables 9, l0A i

Competence: Compete Class Structure: Class -Str

Approach to Learning: Appr-Learn Individual Differences: Ind-Dif

Participation: Partic

Approval-Disapproval: App-Dis

A ppropriateness: Approp.

Primary Emphasis: Prim-Emph

;:e *..*



October; and 2. 'those measrres given itt January and June.

If the 21 teacher variable &Pica pings had any significant effect on

grade one reading achievement, significant score differences would be

expected on the January and June pupil measures, reflecting those

teacher differences. However, the October pupil scores would not be

expected to reflect the teacher variables in a similar manner, since the

pupils had not been sufficiently e...osed to the teacher for her to !mail-
,

vice their readiness and pretest scores. U any of the October measures

were found to show score differences in the same direction as the Janu-

ary and June measures, then it would not be certain that the January

and June score differences were influenced only by the teacher charac-

teristics and not by the pupils' initial skill differences.

Tables 9, 10, and 11 summarise the significant pupil measure

differences for the 900 analyses. Because of the amount of data ana-

lyzed, it was not possible to include the usual tables for the analysis of

variance; instead only the number of significant F ratios are reported

by teacher variable grouping, in Tables 9, 10, and 11.

Table 9 shows the number of significant main effects differences

and interaction effects found for each of the initial October pupil measures.

As can be seen, there were a sufficient number of significant pupil mea-

sure differences found (178 of a possible 546) to conclude that there were

indeed initial skill and test score inequalities for most of the pupil vari-

ablas. For that reason, analysea of covariance, using initial pupil skill
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Table 9

Significant main effects and interaction effect8 fOr
initial October pupil measures

Teacher Vidal; le Total
Pupil .A1Pre 14vi am Ind- Prim. Alp- Inter -
Variable tic.urn Sti. Df MIS Dia, actions

Chronological Age

Ethnic Class

School experience
prev. to grade 1

3

6

M-D Phonemes 3 1

M-D Letter Names 2

M-D Learning Rate 6 1

Met. Listening 4 4

Met. liv ord Mean 2

Thurst.Ident. Forms 6 5

Thurst. Patti copy 1

Storytelling 4

Detroit III ords 4

Auditory Blending 5

No, of possible
main effects 6

UN of possible
interaction
effects

1 2

2

1

6

4

5

3

6

1

6

1

6 6

6 2 4 5

6 4 5

2 1 4 5

2 1 4 4

2 3

4 3 1 4 3

4 4 5

1 2 2

1 4

2 3 4

5 6 6 2 4

Q' The total number of interactions only is presented; the interactions
are not categorized by the 21 teacher groupings.

21



differences as coveriates, were undertaken. Pages 691f describe

those analyses,

Tables 10 and 11 show the significant main effects differences and

the interaction affects for each of the January and the June measurea,

using the teacher measures such as Competence and Primary Emphasis

as independent variables. Although the significance of such results may

be lessened by the finding of skill differences in the initial October

measures (see Table 9), some conclusions were tentatively drawn from

the January and June data.

Some patterns emerged in evaluating the main effects results for

the January measures, First, three teacher characterittics - Thinking

Approach to Learning, Classroom Participation, and Approval-Disappro-

val - showed major relationship to four of the five January*pupil measures:

Gilmore Accuracy* Alphabet Names, Auditory Blending, and Roswell-

Chall Consonant Sounds. The Roswell-Chall Consonant Combinations

subtext did not seem to be associated so often to those three teacher vari-

ables. A possible explanation is that few children scored on that test

in January, so teacher influence on the skills measured by the subtext

might be minimal.

The teacher variable Appropriateness of the Lesson was associated

with the same four January measures from 60-100% of time it was used as

an independent variable. Again, that teacher variable bed lesser effect

on. the n--C Ctmeonant Combinations Zubtest than on the other four tests. I(
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T,thle lO

Significant main effects for Jannaryitnt1 June tests
(group with high value of teacher chari.cteristic has higher mean)

P1221...1 Teat Veacker Characteristic

Gilmore Accuracy (Jan)

Alphabet Names (Jan)

Auditory Blends (j en)

R-C Consonant Sounds
(Jan)

R-C Consonant Combina
tions (Jan)

S.A. Word Reading

S; A. Paragraph Meaning

a A, Vocabulary

S, A. Spelling

a A. Word Study

Fry Test

Gates Test

Alphabet Names

Gilmore Accuracy

Auditory Blends

Attitude Inventory

RuC Consonant Sounds

Storytelling

No. of pomade signifies

R.0 Consomnt 03nbhation

cant effects

ComPet, Annuisarn Pardee Approp.
Nes % of Nck S of. row No, % of No % of

PIM effects poss. poss.
411.111

effects effect effects
6 100 6 100 5 100

6 100 6 161) 4 80

6 100 6 100 4 80

6 100 6 100 3 60

3 50 1 20

2 28 6 100 5 83 2 40

6 100 6 100 1 20

3 43 6 100 6 100

3 43 6 100 8 100 1 20

4 57 6 100 5 83

4 67

1 14 6 100 6 100 1 20

1 17 6 100

3 50 1 20

3

2

50

33 1

15

25 a
25

1 17

1 14 6 100 83 100

r 'fie

, /V



Gilmore Accuracy r(Jan)

Alphabet Names (Jan)

Auditory Blends (Jan)

R-C Consonant Sounds (.144

R-C Consonant Combina-
tions (Jan)

S.A. Word Reading

S.A. Paragraph Meaning

Se A. Vocabulary

S.A, Spelling

S.A. Word Study

Fry Test

Gates Test

R-C Consonant Sounds

11-C Consonant Comas

Gilmore Accuracy

Alphabet Nantes

Auditory Blends

Storytelling

Attitude Inventory

No of possible signifi-
cant effects

TIM*
moat.)

Teacher Charictoriatics

aawar.
Nos % of

-Owl;
elect

Ind -
NO, % of

poos4
Meats

I I,

P..1roE01317.
No. % of

p089,
meets

- 4 6-7114- 50

3 50a.

2 331.

3 50 1 17a° 1 50

1 17 1 le' 1 50

5 83

5 83 1 50

6 100 1 50

2 3314

1 17a.

2 100

2 33 1 50
. ,

2 33 1 50

2 33

6 6 2
./..~....0110101.....41.111.111.01.1.111111111.1....61,010116N110

St.

Appittis
Nay gt of

pose,
meets

71.m. 100

4 :100

4 100

4 100

2 50

3 75

1 25

t 50

3 75

1 25

4 100

4 100

4 100

1 25

4 100

4 100

4 100

4 100

group with low value of teacher characteristic has high mean
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Table 11

Mythicist Interaction effects for" January and 1111 toots

Pupil Test

Gilmore uracy(Jan

Alphabet Names (Jan)

Aud. Blends (Jan)

S. A. 'Word Reading

S.A. Para. Meaning

S. A. Vocabulary

S.A. Spelling

S.A. Word Study

Fry Test

Gates Test

WC Consonant Sounds

RrC Cons. Combination

Gilmore Accuracy-post

Gilmori3 Rate

Alphabet Names

Aud, Blends

Storytelling

Attitude Inventory

C2roi,
2 4 6--- 10 .11 12 21

nitri-Envb. Perm Ehtu *pets iiipoDiiro, qam-Eir. AI- La:
*pr.-Learn ticom tic. Comp, lid -Dif, Arprop., Ind -Dil

GM

1 1

1

1

1

1

1 1

1 I

1 1

1 1

1

1

1

1 1 1

1

1



The teacher variable, Attention to Individual Differences, was

related to three of the fiVe tests, the Glimore Accuracy and two

Roswell-Chall subtests, all in the unexpected direction that the Ices atten-

tion paid to individual differences, the higher the test scores. The teacher

variable Primary Emphasis, in this case a sound-symbol approach,

showed an association only with the Gilmore Accuracy teat score, but not

on the other teats which were ease:di:ay decoding teats.

Two of the teacher characteristics, Competence, and Structure of

the Class, were not related to the January measures.

In summary, if initial differences are ot taken into account, then

several teacher characteristics seemed to be related to pupil achievement

as early as January of the first grade year. They were a thinking approach

to learning, high class particf.pation in the lessons, and a balanced amount

of approval and disapproval in response to the pupils' reading behavior.

The appropriateness of the difficulty level of the reading lesson, though

less strong a variable, also seemed to be associated with pupil achieve-

ment in January. A sound-symbol approach within so eclectic reading

readtrg aehfevement.

some of the pupil tests. The teacher's level of competence and the class

structure sha maintained seemed to have Utile relationship to mid-year

method was associated with only the oral reading scares in J. nuary.

Little help given to individual children seemed to yield higher scores on

I

1



For the June measures, main effects were shown for all of the

eight variables* but in genera/ the proportion of times they were shown

decreased from the number r.1 times shown P.m the January measures.

The teacher characteristic, Competence, showed association with all

of the tests involving isolated words, but did not seem* to be related to

scores on connected reading tests or on those tests which measured

skills of decor:az/if sounds. The proportion of Ulnas that the variable

showed any relationship to the pupil measures was small.

The Thinking Approach to Learning continued to be associated with

all of the pupil measures, except R-C Consonant Soundso The Classroom

Participation variable also showed strong relationship with all of the pupil

measures, except the R-C Consonant Sounds and the Fry Test. These

two teacher variables had the highest proportion of main effects on the

pupil measures as compared with the other teacher characteristics.

The variable, Approval7Disapproval, also showed association with

most of the pupil measures, but in fewer instances, The other four vari-

ables, Appropriateness, Class Structure, Individual Differences and

Primary Emphasis, all showed some association with some pupil measures.

No patterns of their effects were discernible.

Because the effects of the initial pupil measure scores are not

known for the present analyses, only tentative conclusions were made

from the data. There seemed to be effects of the teacher variables on

most of the tests with IMMO of the teacher variables showing more main



effects than others.

Table 11 shows the interaction effects for those 21 groupings whic%

showed significant differences on the pupil measures. As can be seen,

only seven of the groupings had any interaction effects. The January

measures seemed least affected by the teacher characteristic groupings.

Of the June measures, the S-A ';`,ord Reading tee and the Gates Test

seemed most affected, having respectively five and four interaction effects.

The three combinations of teacher groupings which seemed to be most

related to the pupil tests were: a thinking approach to learning with a

sound-symbol approach to reading, teacher competence with balanced

approval-disapproval for pupil's reading behavior and little attention to

individual differences given in the classroom.

Again, because of the possible effect of the initial pupil measures

on the interactions, no conclusions were drawn as to their general re-

lationship to reading achievement.

Analysis of Covariance

P.ecause group differences were found wi.hin the 21 groupings of

teacher characteristics for most of the October pupil measures., it was

concluded that differences shown on January and June measures in the

analysis variance probably -sere influenced by the initial pupil measures.

Therefore, plans were made to reanalyze the data, using an analysis of

covariance design, with ten of the October measures as covariates. One
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additional covariate was to be added, a measure of the amount of teach-

ing experience; that variable was expected to influence the quality of

the classroom teaching.

- A factor analysit of 83 teacher characteristics (reported in

Chapter V) resulted in the naming of five teacher factors: one general

teacher excellence factor and four methods factors. Because the use of

factor scores in the analysis of covariance was beyond the scope of the

present study, it was decided instead to use one teacher variable that

was highly loaded on each teacher factor. It was felt that such a modi-

fied group of teacher variables representing all of the five factors would

give a good sample of those teacher characteristic :is possibly affecting

pupil reading achievement significantly.

Unfortunately, the program to be used for such an analysis proved

to be unworkable, after several months of effort. The alternate covari-

ance program, which was the only other one available, could not yield

the same information because it was written for a smaller computer. It

was with great regret that the planned analysis of covariance program

was.then reduced to a fraction of its original size; of the 900 runs plan-

ned, only 26 could be rung,

The covariates, independent variables and dependent variables for

the analysis of covariance were chosen as follows:

1. Only five of the ten covarie.es originally planned for use could be

used is the workable program. Two variables_ were given priority:



amount of teacher experience, and children's school experience previous

to first grade.

The amount of teaching experience was selected as a °ovulate be-

cause there was considerable difference in the years of teaching euperi-

ence among the 14 teachers in the sample. Also in the correlation

matrix there appeared to be a relationship between the length of experi-

ence v. :ea .01e preiessed reading method, obtained from the Teacher Question-

naire. Using teacher experience te a covariate would thus allow any

methods effects to come through unhindered by the amount of teacher

experience.

The children's previous school experience was select1d as a covari-

ate because of the current concern with pre-school programs as a means

of preparing children for school success.

The Thurstone Identical Forms test was included because it showed

the greatest number of main effects and interaction effects among the 21

teacher characteristic groupings in the analysis of variance. The re-

maining two covariates were chosen because they showed both the mast

initial skill differences in the analysis of variance and also the lowest

correlations with the other October tests. The final list of covariates

was:

1. School experience previous to first grade
2. Amount of teaching experience
3. Thurstone Identical Forms test
4. M-D Letter Manes
Sk, Metropolitan listening

L
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It was recognisod that those variables hacluded did not amount for

ail of the initial difforences found in the October tests, hat a w hoped

that they accounted for a large proportion of them.

2. Since the workable program was a one-way analysis of covariance,

all of the 21 original groupings were abandoned. Only five of the original

eight teacher characteristics could be included as independent variables,

one at a time. variables were chosen to remittent Factors 1 and 2,

Teacher zccellence and PrimaryEmplasis; in addition, the variable

Approval- Disapproval was included as it had not kzadecl highly on any of the

named factors. The other two variables, Appropriateness of the Difficulty

Level of the Lesson and Thinking Approach to Learning, ware chosen

because they did not load as hiedy.'on Factor 1 as did other of the teacher

characteristics and therefore could be possibly measuring other factors

in addition to Factor 1. The final lilt of independent variables was:

1. Competence
2. Prirtlary Eraphasis
3. Appre.nral-Disapproval
4. Thinktng Approach to Learning
5. Appropriateness of Lesson

3. The selection of the dependent variables was equally difficult. Be-

cause the workable program could not deal with missing data, only those

pupil tests which had a stifficiently large N to withstand attrition were

included. Therefore, only the tests used exclusively with the 12 classes

in the eample_cOuld be owed. In addition, tests, were used only if they
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had shown score cliff.- les in the previous analysis of variance.

Seven tests were chosen. Since each test had not been a ffe et e d

by each of the five teacher vartaniee lilated above, each test was not in-

cluded in all of the groupings by teacher characteristic. The taste used

were:

1. S-A Word Reading
2. S-A Paragraph lkleakiing
3 S-A Vocabulary
4. S-4 Spelling
5. S-A Word Study
6. Fry Test
7. Gates Test

Twenty-six analyses of covariance were obtained. Table 12 pre -

Bents the data. When the five initial pupil and teacher character!etics

were controlled, there were indications that some teacher variables were

related positively to end-of-year reading achievement. Four of the five

teacher variables did produce significant differences in pupil test scores.

The only teacher characteristic that had no significant association

with June pupil achievement was Amount of Appr_ dal-Disapproval in re-
lation to pupil reading behavior. It is of interest to note that that same

teache7 variable did not load significantly on any of the five teacher fac-

tors (see Chapter V).

The other four teacher variables Teacher Compete ice, Thinking

Approach to Learning, Appropriateneis of DitficuitylLevel of Reading

Lesson, and Primary Emphasis (Sound7Symbol) -- affected the S-A Word

Reading,_ Paragraph Meaning and Spelling tests is all cases. Thus,
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12

Analysis of covariance

Pu 11 Test Source SS df

Teacher Variable: Competence

Vi, ord Read Total 422%15 153
Within
groups 408272 152

Between
grow: 144,43 1

Para. Mean-
ing Total 7501,80 153

V ithin
group 7130,32 152

Between
groups 371.48 1

Vocabulary Total 8131.72 153
Within
group 8083.36 152

Between
groups 48.36 1

Spelling Total 2801.78 153
Within
group 2652,40 152

Between
groups 149,38 1

lk ord Study Total 16087.42 153
Within
group 1581 8.641 8.64 152

Between
groups 266,78 1

MS F

22,86

144,43

46.91

371.48

53.18

48.36

17.45

lac, 38

104.07

268.78

Teacher Variable: Approach to Learning

Word Read. Total 422002 153
Within
group 4015.84 152 26.42

Between
groups 21318 1 213.18

(Table continued on next page)

5.37*

7,92**

,91

8. 56*1!*

2.58

8. 07**
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Table 12
(continued)

Pa '.._01___lest......Souree di MS F

Para. Mean-
ing Total 7501.05 153

Within
group
Between

6964.64 152 45082,

groups 536.41 1 636.41

Vocabulary Total 7892.74 153
Within
group 7771.92 152 57.71.

Between
groups 120.82 1 120.82

Spelling Total 2302.64 153
Within
group 2656.96 152 17.48

Between
groups 145.68 1 145,69

Word Study Total 16086,85 153
Within
group 15342.88 152 100.94 ..

Between.
groups 743.87 1 743.97

Fry Test Total 2876.64 153 .

Within
group

Between
2853.04 152 18.77.,

groups 23.00 1, 23.60

Gates Test Total 3148428 153
V ithin
group 308440 152 20.29

Between
groups 14.20 1 44,20

2.29

8,34**

7,37**

(Table continued' on next pager

-7 7,,,

Stt 16

47-wc: 474.47.Ark,
,14k*c

1.26

.. <

..-,-:
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Pupil Test Source SS

Table 12
(continued).

df MS

(Table continued on next page)

l
Word Read Total 4229.18 153

Within
group 4176.96 152 27,48

Between
groups 52.22 1 52.22 1,90

Vocabulary Total 8133.56 153
Within
group 8075.24 152 , 53.12

Between
groups 58.32 1 58032 1.10

Spelling Total 2802,06 153
Within
group 2786.16 152 - i8.33

Between
groups 15.90 1 150n .87

Fry Test Total 2877.20 153
Within
group 2815.04 152 18 2'33

Between
groups 52.16 1 62,16 3.36

Gates Test Total 3148.74 153
virithin
group 3116.00 152 20050

Between
groups 32.74 1 32.74

Teacher Variable: Primary Emphasis

Word Read Total 4189.54 153
Within
group 4083.76 152 27.13

Between
groups 105.78 1 ,, 105173 3.90*

(Table continued on next page)

4
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Au !I Tar! Sr=rce

T" 12
(ncetittned)

SS di

Pomp. Mean-
ing Total 7501,24 153

Within
group 7274,72 182

Between
groups 226.52 1

Vocabulary Total 8131.96 153
Within
group 8104.64 152

Between
groups 27.32 1

Spelling Total
ithin

2803.02 153

group 2717,76 152
Between
groups 85.26 1

Word Study Total 10946,97 153
Within
group 10485.60 152

Between
groups 461.37 1

MS

Teacher Variable: Appropriateness

Word Read. Total 4229.43 153
*ithin
group

zany. w wags

3763.52 152

groups 405.91 1

Paragr. Mean-
ing Total 7501.80 153

Within
group 6665.20 152

Between
groups 836.60 1

(Table continued tia next page)

47,86

226.

53.32

27.32

17.88

U1rig
f0 e

19A c, 30

461.37

24. 3

465.91

43.85

836, 63

4.73*

.51

Mt Po ..16I f

4.49*

18.82**

19.00 **
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Table 12

OitititdatiikIV

Ppi1Tert Source 85 dt MS

it pais Total

I3etween

wttht
grcip

. Gates Test Total

_ grT41111 ,

bottiieea
Paul*

2803.20 153

2515.92 152 11.21

187.28 1 187.28 10.89**

3147.40 153

2960.96 152 19.48

188.44 1 186.44 99 57**
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teachers who were judged most coempetent, those who used a predomin-

antly thfnking approach to learning, those who emphasised a so-and-sym

bol approach within an eckctic reading method, and those who gave

lessons of appropriate level of difficulty, had a positive association with

June reading achievement scores.

Those same teacher variables varied in their relationship with the

other reading measures, sometimes showing an effect and other times net.

The S-A Word Study test seemed significantly related to Thinking Approach

to Learning and Primary Emphasis' Sound-Symbol but was not re-

lated to Competence. The Gates test, which was used only three times

in the analysis, was not associated with Thinking Approach to Learning

or Approval-Disapproval, but was related to Appropriatet:esa af Difficulty

Level of Lesson. The Fry test was not related to either of the two

teacher characteristics by which it was tested.

What appears to be corroborating evidence of the influence of

toacher characteristics on reading achievement was the fact that none of

the teacher characteristics appeared to have any significant relationship

to the S-A Vocabulary Test. That test, of the seven tests used in the

analysis, was the only one that was primarily a meaning test. It might

be expected that skills measured on such a test would be least affected

by teaching of reading. The fact that such a meaning test was not associ-

ated with teacher characteristics while, other tests measuring reading

oking were, tended to make more reasonable the conclusion that teachers



did make a difference in pupil achievements and they warned to make

the greatest difference in relation to those tests which meastald &dila

most related to reading.

The limited nature of the covariance analysis did not make it possible

to conclude which of the many teacher characteristics obtained in the

study had a positive association with particular pupil skills also obtained,

or to Conclude what conxhinat Iona of characteristics were optimal for

what outcomes. However, the data indicated that even for the limited

teacher variables studied, positive influences were discerned on tests

even though those tests were admittedly only fair measures of reading

skills for the sample of children used. IP sumrsarY, the data were highly

suggestive of the fact that characteristics of teachers did make a difference

in the reading achievement levels of their pupils.

Generally, the results of the analyses reported in the chapter sug-

gested an answer in the affirmative to the major question posed for the

study: Do teachers make a difference In the reading achievement of their

pupal, takirg initial pre-reading skills into account? Although the analy-

sis of covariance was based on only a fraction of the teacher characteris-

tics that had been observed and recorded, the results of even that limited

analysis tended to support the finding of significant influence of the teacher

on the reading achievement of puplis at the end of grade one.

It was not possible to differentiate teacher effects on the different

Undo of reaang measures, duce the tests used in the analysis of covari-

ance were of a limited variety. However, it was important to note that

I

I

I



none of theleacher faotoii ih6 tysis bad a eignifittnt

effect on the in eaaaik the 6.4 Votiabulaiy Test.

It appears further that teacher characteristics that had significant

associations with pupil t i rbti on1 Could'be incorporated Into a pub-

lished reading progieln .-4;; s trietlatids inliphaiis and such teacher ex-

cellence characteristiiaiii thiiiiing Approach to Learning and Appro-

priateness of Level of Difficulty of the Reading Lesson.

One finding from thiliiilaiyitia of variance of particular interest

was the unexpected directiOn *hie& the variable Attention .to- individual

Differences was relined to killtai achievements It appeared that for

this particular study Woes :teachers who Were observed to'pay

attention' t0 individual had p plle testing lower on some .reading

measures at the end of gritail'esie thin the teacher*.who *ere observed

to Pay less attentio4 to WM/Ma differehees. It rmii well be that in

this particular teacher sample the More'dompetant teachers tended to

prefer whole-class instrUctioni'-fitrektiver in any caw the .finding does

question the validity of the psis: of igavideel teac,"_ims given a any

teachers! manuals.

Also, the results of the analysis of variance whicA indicated initial

pupil skin difference on inost 'of 'the October measure a underlined the

need for careful control or pUpit ahariicteristios in any :methods compari-

eon, especially with this kinitior socially disadvantaged ample, which

apparently had a vide range of skill level.'
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Soccaiary D Anulyao

The E3@condary data atialyaas attempted to e:.ipL the intermlatio

ships of pupil and teacher wciab led,' as well as to find what factors actually

were neasured by the variow..4 tests and rating scales. Results of the pupil

correlation matrix are Imported as are several small data analyses, In

addition, factor analyses of both pupil and teacher meteaureis were ob

Wined.

A. Correlations o________.111:21,..al'1atLtPu

1. Ranking of Tests

A correlation matrix was obtained for the 45 pupil tests glv in

October, January, and Juno. In order to it...1rpret the data within the

framework of the reading methods defined for the study, the January and

June measures were ranked according to the amount of me mini, decoding,

or combination of both required by the test tasks. Thus, some tests

were judged to be primarily decoding tasks, and some were j/rIgezi to be

ift,i'ecoding tasks combined with some meaning.. Mer tests were judaed to

in decoding to combined with C011eideralolG weaning, and still others

vere judvd to b-a prixnarily meaning tas?. s, The tests a peed below
within the four cateprie8, and are Rleo ranked ',71thin each catogorye 1,

emel.INImmernminann...1110110

1.
Only two of the Roswell-Chat subtesto tiers inetAed .e r2i2:11s1,7

V"cause of the hip proportion of zero s re (which re,4dered ovrre-
la=a coofilck23tcs meningless) scorced on the subtvos,
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1. AlphabGt Thin was iaclged In a &manta tai with a

minimum amount of meaning Lavolved,eince the child is asked only to give

/abel or name for e. symbol.

2. RoswellChall Consonant Sounds -This was also judged.to be. a

,decoding task with a minimum amount of meaning. The task is to Om

sound for each of 1$ consonants.

3. Roswell-Chall Consonant Combinations -- This was a decoding

task of greater difficulty than No. 2 above. The task is to give a sound for

consonant combinations such as ch or bl.

b. Decoding with some Meaning Tcts

4. Stanford Achievement - ord Study Skills -- The primary empb.a-

sis of this test was judg to be decoding, but since sounds are given within

the cont of words, there ii probably some meaning involved in the task.

Fry Test -- This wag judged to be a decoding test with come

g bscause words are used. It is a.t st the childlo ability to apply

his detatling Win to a Hot of regrirly r,pelled (and me...ot unfamiliar)

words,
1.

Familiar and unfamiliar refer to the probability of ozaturaorirTs

these words in the published reading programs used the coaventional

bac:al readers which self Words priroaxily on frequency of nee in

printed Matter, rather than on ape/Ling regularity.
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rd Achievement 'rept Spelling -- ThIo t cincoAF3r_t tea

(2i hoik . regularly and irregularly spelled words encountered frequantly

primary grades. Meaning is probably involved to e: greater degrez than in

and 5 alma, since the words are assumed to be familiar to the child and

are dictated to him in context as well as in isolation.

7. Th* Gates Word Recognition Test This w also judged to in

a decoding tact, with some meaning, because words are used. It differs

5 in that the child is asked to read a liet of both regularly and irregu-

larly spelled familiar words. Therefore, there may be more meaning

mixed with the decoding task.

ce Decoding with substantial Meaning Tests

8. Gilmore Oral Reading Teat - Accuracy -- This to a decoding test

og connected reading. It is assumed that more meaning is involved in con-

meted reading than in r4.ading isolated words as in 5 and 7 absi

8. Stanford - Word Reading -- This is a combimation meaniog and

d,rAlosling slit with more meaning involv d than in testo 5 and 7. since plc-

Wres are pmaonted for matching with words,

10e. Stcmford - Paragraph Meaning -- This is a test og coned mnd-

laff in witch moaning assumes the larger proportion of the tasL, The child

(0.081.1W,_ a his comprehension of the paragraph by choosing ap priatc,.,

wos.ds to complete the thOUCiote

Mooning Tests

tico Std - Vocabulary This toa is primarily a mx-Ining te

oo tto clicAtqns each WOK* 2.re reed b he teac..br. Theretom. 'On



tr2,E3 a fa:Aral-own o2 &coding L. chstisinz the apirolrte arzer,,

12. S17ft Mg Tido t ning t with an C1C-4t-Tnag taThh-rii4

Thy carrelati an. matrix w divided into four parto to facilitate the ciao°

of interpretation. The Ills for the correlations varied by teet, bat fell

within, the range of 3:30 to 200 for the 12-class ;Ample arld 119 to ta4 for the

four-class sample. Table 13 proteenta the iniercerielations of the October

cud January tests. Table 14 presents the correlations of the October and

June tests; Table 15, the correlations of January aw.1 June tests; and

Tilb le 16, the intercorrelations of the June teets. Mherever possible, the

result s are discussed in terms of the four categories of the decoding/mean-

log continuum preamted above. It should be noted that most of the subteets

of the Rosles11-Chall test were emitted. Sines, the majority of the children

Bcored zero on them both in the January and Jig testing, their inUrcorrel-

ations were felt to be meaninglesse

LytercorrafAiono of Octobzr arti January T:oto

Tablo 13 peCCORt0 th oig1Lc intorcormluxoag tho OztoltQr cad

,ei.--4,01a.svot..,0. Cail I-EA 63*65eS ireaeruv,""TrelaeltirStaka thvs varit-mg.041911M foe. ORM SOMA M

"kGE3S6 0.704.1 in Octecter zero mozlorate or XkledGrately high vith th'3 omoslioA

tko hich correlatioa bgtwean the Thuraicso Pattarn Copy. Toot L-Ad
1.

MDCWing o2 tat manure.

askm cgernlattom bVtwezn th6 ezter,.zr mrd Jantnry iZenalik-'0/3 voro

11011111,...1111MPOIl

`i.
A !ow correlatica wae cznsidemd to bs. JO and }Maw; br.z.:),ogrto

cormlailm t 1 - .40; A mderately kifth cmrrclaWla from ,41 00;
ari a higil COR.TeiwIdeli in G1 upwardem
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Table 13

Interct?rrelations etbeteligricand January Pupil Teets
Arranged on the Der;lingialleadng Ceatinutam

Bet Consonant
45 Sounds Jan.

BaC Consonant
46 Comb. Jan)

Gilmore' Accus
43 racy Jan,

au_ Storytelling Oct

R'C Auditory
40 Blending Oct

C Audttory
41 Blending

42 Detroit Words

6 MD Ph:Xiemes

6 MuD Letters

M-s) Learning
7 Rate

ThumIPattern
8 Capying

Thus, Pattern
Copying tee-
score)

Timecid
9 cal Forms Oct

Met. Word
10 Meaning

11 Met Listening

Jan.

Oct

Oct
Oct

Mwto

Oct

Ott
. Oct

Mean
SD
N
No.02 zero wee

V Num
44 4.$ 63

be
31Y. 40 41 42

766 0 705 r'

14,20
744

112

46 Oa
3.28

lit

.70 .22 .28 .42 .32

.40 al .29 052

038 628

U .26

087 5.74 5,,36 1.88
2.04 6. 43 3.18 2.42

108 101
I 4.3

.54

4.71
4.12

118

.43
2.40

1S91 1

Colo* &Tams incileIte ,cprralatioritot significant et .05 level



Var.
Noy Ted:

When

XMAS

iteaC C0923nald
45 Sour-zis Jan.

ReC Consonsit
46 Comb. Jan.

4P Gilmore Accuracy Jan.

30 Storytelling Oct.

40 TA-C At ditoz7
Blending Oct.

41 R-C Auditory
Blending Jan.

42 Detroit Words Oct.

5 MO Phonemes Oct.

6 MO Letters Oct.

7 MoD Learning
Rate Oct*

8 Thurs. Pattern

33

Copying

Thurs. Pattern

Oct,

Copying (re-
score) Oct.

9 Thurs. Identi-
cal Forms Oct

10 Met II. ord
Meaning (IA

11 Met. Listening Oct.

Mean
SD
N -

gi,of zero scoria

Table 13
-ilocntinfie4)

.55

, 39

.58

.28

.29

.36

.24

6
:65

.64

*64

.54

.36 .37

.69 .62

.25 .21

.28

.40 .30

.30 .39

.59 .43

.55

6,60 13,67 8,46
5.94 7.04 3.94

aa2 321 321
66 5 2

Variable Number
8 38 9 10 11
33 .18 7.51 756 7-44"--

.26 .39 .41 .32 .39

*

.30 .45 .47 .45 .44

.20' .29 .25

.27

.33 .30 .29

.25 .20 .20

.35 .40 .310 .31 .38

.36 .46 .36 .30 .40

.34 .41 .37 .18 .36

.76 .35 ',24 .27

.46 .28 .36

.57 .39

.31

4.82 11.88 9.56 5.60 7.43
4.92 6,55 7,04 s, 41 2.48

308 303 321 n09 318
33 28 3 1

tram& spaces L14410411 correlation not olguitiesat at ,)05 level



also moderate or moderately high Wiith few exceptihns. The Murphy-Durrell

Letter Names Test given in October seemed to be a good predictor of

January scores on Alphabet Names, Roswell -Chall Consonant Sounds, and

Gilmore Accuracy. The October Murphy-Durrell Learning Rate Test was

also a high predictor of June Gilmore Accuracy scores.

The intercorrelations between the January measures ran from high to

moderate, The high correlation coefficients were the R-C Alphabet Names

with =snore Accuracy, R-C Consonants and Gilmore Accuracy.

The somewhat higher intercorrelations of the January measures may

be indicative of the fact that etch was measuring some common aspect of

reading. In terms of the decoding/meaning continuums it appeared that the

high correlations may be explained by a high component of decoding in ad

three of the tests: R-C Alphabet Names, ItsiC Consonant Sounds, and

Gilmore Accuracy.

Overall, it appeared that for the study sample, the October tests that

were most predictive of January scores were tests measuring components

of reading, such as Letter Names and Learning Rate (ability to learn sight

words). The Murphy-Durron iAtter Gros Test, the best predictor of Jan.

may measures, was also the best predictor of June measures, whether of

decoding or combined decoding-roc:Aug measures.

bo Correlations of October and June Tests

Table 14 shows the correlations of the October Was with 311113 taste.

Juno meamres rdfav)d 0231 the elcvavanksfinoaning @on-arum. A8
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Table 14

. ,off 01 9 44** andMake Pu$1 Tests

I

a

Jame Tests

Z 1 I1 0; E'4cicokC.) 7 E-

14
il Yit 4

Var. October 1 c4 U ci 04
t a o

.te
co

0
,f

No Tests 54 56
-7'W

40 liCAtid. end .23 .32

42 Detroft Words #

5 MO Phiiseiiis .29 .40

6 M.0 Lenard .52 *61

.467 MO Learning rate. 30

8 Thurs. liatiern
Copying .25 .35

38 TbursPattern
Copying (re*
score) .29 .41

9 nuns .Identim
Cal 'Forms .45

10 Met ir# ord
Meaning .29 .37

11 Piglet. lais*ing .47 50

57 27... 30 26 31
.24f

.31 34 .26

.21 .39 ,31 .25

.39 .40 .50 .52 .45

960 .52 .58 .03 .G3

.49 047 .50 .54 .53

.37 019 .47 .29 .23

.48 .38 .35 .43 .44

.52 .44 .26 44 .42

.44 .29 .20 .26 32
41 041 .21 55 .33

.
* blank spaces indicate cotraletion not significatt at .05 WW1.
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Table 14
(Continued

'4,-

June Tests

I40 Ig- e
8 M -o

la Io I tti = .

, I Pi t
Z o4 t

1
.

,-.4 4 4 t 0
. , a

Var. October
No -Tests . . "0 ,14 24 25 55 53 22

...
39 Storytelling *

40 R-C Aud. Blend .26

42 Detroit Words .31

5 MO Phonemes .26 .57 .50

6 M-D Letters .44 .70 .65

M.0 Learning
Rate .30 . 57 .56

8 Thurs. Pattern
Copying 3Zi .34

38 Thurs. Pattern
Ccrlrezg (re-
score) .42 .45 .47

9 Thurs.Identi-
ctl Forms .58 .41 39

10 Met, Word
Meaning .41 .29 *25

11 Met. Listening .43 .40 .39

.25

.28 .35 .27

.32 .43 .41

037 .35 .44 .40

.35 .27 .35 .37

.20 .24 .16

.30 .23 .31 .31

.31 .24 .35 .34

.18 .34 .38 .29

.40 *SO 34 35

* blank spaces fndicate correlation not significant at .65 level
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be seen, the Murphy-Durrell Letter Names Test given in October was

the best predictor of the decejing IPM combined deccding-meaning June tests,

showing high or moderately high correlations with most of the June measures.

The correlations of the MD Letter Names Test with the S-A Vocabulary

Test and the Storytelling Test, the two meaning tests, were considerably

lower.

Moderate correlations of the Storytelling Test, Auditory Blending Test,

Detroit %%fords and Metropolitan IA ord Meaning Test were found With the Alt*

measures. Generally, all October measures correlated moderately with

the two June meaning tests, the Storytelling and S-A Vocabulary tests.

In summary, of an the October measures, the M-D Letter Names test

showed the highest correlation, in the high range, with the June measures.

The next in order of magnitude, in the moderate to moderately high range,

were the M-D Phonemes, M-D Learning Rate, Thurston." Pattern Copying

(rescore), Thurston Identical Forms, and Metropolitan Listening Teets.

Therefore, it appeared that those October tests that measured aspects of

both decoding and meaning were predictive of June reading measures. Since

the 04.--tektwer Metropolitan 14-ord Meaning Test a troll as the Metroplitan

Listening tests correlated lower with the various June reading measures

than did the October decoding measures* it would appear that meaning tests

by themselves were weaker predictors of reading achievement than were

combined decoding and meaning measures.

co Corn UM= of January and June tests

Table 15 presents the correlattone of the January rand Juno tests. The
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Tali
Correlations of the January and Jun*Pupil Tests

Var* January
-,No. Tests ____

44 Alphabet Names

45 PR -C Consg.Soluads

46 R- C Cons. Comb.

43 Gilmore Accurm
acy

41 Auditory Blends

June Tests

54 56 57 27
. 88 .65 , 62 .60

.44 .60 .67 .56

* .32 9.47 .42

.39 .45 .69 .77

28 .39 .42 .45

is

aU2
E

1.1

a
, ..

30_- -96 - '31
r----3- -r77-"",-74 .74

. 69 ° .65 .66

'. 52 . 40 .41
:. 4

.80 go .85

.41 .36 .41

*blank spaces indicate correlation not significant at .05 level
r; ;"'!



Var. January

0111,3111

(Continued)
:14....

' 3
June Taste

:.,
.O ..0 i i4

ro
Co , 0- ..,,

0 . Ad , me<
'7" T go. i.

4.
ID 4. i 4,, 49

E P
P ,

0- r tf . .
re, . < 44 , < V., F, --U. 0., - 4 Cl -", 04 4CC CI

28. 23 24.........-c...:

.63
....... ;44, .72 ..,..i .64t'' .

0
O

45 Ite Cons. Sounds .55 .87 .68- , v( .
4

46 SC ,Cons.CoTb, .38 .40 .40

43 Gibmore Accuracy. 68 ,84 .8?

4I .Auditoky Blellail .29 .41 . .47

25 55 53 22
; .45 .23 .42- .40

c. ; :t:!i : r

.48 *
i ' --.

.48 .48
.

.23 .29 .38

.61 .47 ,,41

.40 .61 ' ' sr

t
,

.

* blank spaces indicate correlation not significant at .05 level



highest correlations were between the January Gilmore Accuracy scores
and tne.T.e June measured which Involved both'deobiling and meaning tasks..

The January Alphabet Names, RftC Consonant Sounds and ItC Consonant

Combinations (al/ primarily decoding measures) showed moderately high to

high relationships with the June measures, irrespective of the amount of

decoditri, or meaning involved in the June measures.

The January Auditory Blending Test correlated moderately or modehitely
hiel with all of the June measures, with the exception of the June keditory

Blending test with which it showed a high relationship. There were only

two eigniftcant correlations with the June Storytelling test, those of Alphabet

Names and the R'C Consonant Combinations, They were both at the low end
of the moderate range.

In summary, it appeared that the Jamr-27 Gilmore Accuracy score, the
only January combined meaning and decoding test, was the beet predictor of

June decoding meaning measures. In ether words, strength in raidingr

combined meaning and decoding, that appeared by Jemmy was predictive of

reading strength in June, Strength in decoding slow in January was some

predictive of June reading measures, but of a lower order of magitude

than a combined decodingaeneaning measure.

de Intercorrelations of June Tests

Table 16 presents the intercorrelatims of the June reading achlevemeut
measures, The ircorrelations among most of the tests show that those

teats which have varying degree of both decoding end meaning were tniterrelated
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Table 16
T, ^

Intercorrelations c June Pupil Tits
,ArreaDled RIVibeRtaCKIine44,901%9T4114

Var, Variable Number
No. Test 54 '56 57.
54 Alphabet Names V 7136 746

56 RC ConeSounds 061
r

57 14C ConeComb.

27 Se A, Word Study

30 Fry Test

.0 27* 30 20
.44 .30 71 2

1

50 40 .73

.59 .14 .76

.46 .75

.61

31
61

64

.78

.73

.67

26 S*A.Spelling .81

31 Gates Test

28 Gilmore Accuracy

23 S.A. Word Read:

24 A. Para, Read

25 S.A. Vocabulary

55 Storytelling

53 Auditory Blend

22 Attitude 'wen'
tozy

Mean 19.67
SD 6.16
N 89
Noof zero scores 2

5.27 1.10 24.81 3.36 7.56 8.86
3.38 2.33 13.17 5.50 5.94 5.62

89 89 207 216. 208 229
15 43 10 62 20 10

* Blank spaces findleate correlation nat claviticarst at .05 Level

It I,

_ --.
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Table 16
(Continued)

Var. Vex lia.ile Humber
No, Test 38
54 Alphsbut Nams .67

56 14-C Co. Sounds .60-
;

57 RC ConsComb.

37 S. A. %V ord Study

30 Fry Test

26 S. A. Spelling

31 Gates Test

28 Gilmore Accuracy

23 S. A. M ord Read.

24 S. A. Para. Read .

25 S. A, Vocabulary

55 Storytening

53 Auditory Blend

22 Attitude Inven-
tory

.67

.65

.31

080

.89

Mean 15.84
SD 10.88
N 91
No.of zero scores 23

i ,23 24 25
043 .45 *

.67 .57 .32

.71 .72 .46

.76 .71 .65

.74. .70 .637

.80 .75 .46

.80 .78 .45

.75 .70 .42 .26

.85 .49

.48

i

..

14.30 11.79 14.33
7.53 , p.41 7.77

208 210 208
5 32 10

55 55 22
.23 1.0 t-4,

.30 a 244

.26 .51 .40

.34 .46 .52

S) .29

.23 .39 .51

.24 .3& .47

.32 .47

.38 .43 .49

.26 .39 .44

.39 .31

.28

33

7.41 4.91 15045
3.20 4.22 5.75

8P 39 232
,,41. 12 17

* blank spaces indicate correlation not significane t 'at .0a 101,:e1
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in the moierstely high to high range. The to s r discusef-d Ln th

four categories of the decectinehreaning corstinuum.

(1) Meaning Tests ( S-A Vocabulary, Storytelling)

The two tests which primarily measure meaning had generally EDOde rate

correlations with the reading achievement tests. Those two tests seemed to

have no higher relationships with reading achievement testr; containing a

higher proportion of meaning than they did with tests where decoding was

predominant.

Also the two meaning tests showed no significant relationship with each

other. A possible explanation for that might be that the Storytelling is an

expreesive language test while the S-A Vocabulary test is a receptive lang-

uage test.

(2) Decoding with Substantial Meaning Tests (S-A Paragraph Meaning,
S-A W ord Reading, Gilmore Oral Accuracy)

The S-A Paragraph Meaning Test was significantly and for the most

part Melly correlated with all of the other dune reading and spelling measures.

The highest correlation was with the S-A Vord Reading Test. This, no

doubt, stemmed from the fact that both tests contain large components of

decoding and meaning, and that both require the child either tek

words as wholes or sound them out as well as know their meaning.

The lowest correlations, all In the moderate range, with the S-A Para-

graph Meaning Test were the Alphabet Names and R-C Consonant Sounds

Tee q both predominantly decoding tests, and the S-A Vocabulary Tc-,s3t and

the Storytelling test.; both predominantly meaning tests.



A v:ttern essentially similar to that described for the S-A Paragraph

tylesming Test was seen for the relationships between the S-A V ord Reading

tea and the otklee June measurese Also, the seemed to be no difference ;

bAT-seen the decodiag and the combined decoding-meaning teste in re/01°104

to the Gilmore Accuracy Scores. The lower correlation between the Fry

Test and the Gilmore Accuracy Score was unexplained.

(3) Decoding with Some Meaning Tests (S-A ord Study, Fry Test,
S-A Spelling, Gates Word Test)

The two predominantly meaning testa, the Storytelling and the S-A Vocab-

ulary tests, showed moderate correlations with the "decoding with some

meaning" tests, much the same as described above. There were generally

high correlations of the tests in the "decoding with some meaning" category

with the "decoding" and "decoding with considerable meaning" tests. The

"some meaning's tests themselves showed high intercorrelations.

(4) Decoding Tests (Alphabet Names R-C Consonant Sounds, R"C
Consonant Combinations)

The correlations of the decoding tests with tests in the other three cate-

goric° on the decoding/meaning continuum have dread been disussed. There

were moderately high to high intercorrelations among the decoding tests

themselves.

I n s ummary. the June reading tests showed moderately high to high inz,§r-

correlations. The tests judged to be decodag or decoding - meaning tests

teemed to have the highcat roLationshipe. Somewhat lover correlation

wore: cow& between the meaning teots Ban' the other rneacuree.
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a Sex Differences Tests

In the early elementary grades girls tend to *sore higher on most read-

ing tees than do boys. The mean test seems for each of the measures used

with the present fiLmple were compared by sex groupings to see whether the

girls' superiority held for this sample. Table 17 presents thots tests where

significant differences between means for boys and girls were found. As

can be seen, only four of the 45 measures showed any significant mean dif-

ferences, all in favor of the girls.

Table 17

Comparison of four test means by sex grouping

Girls Boys

Test Mean SD r1 Mean SD

M-D Phonemes 7.33 6.17 178 5.89 5.54 144 2,22*

M-D Letters 14,44 6.93 177 12.71 7.05. 144 2,20*

Fry Test 3.99 6,26 123 2.55 4.16 9S 2, ':3-*

"Alphabet LEttm
-June 21.15 2.37 47 18.02 6.68 ?" lg.. 2,77**

a, -11 refrats are for a tWkissiltrui tOOt

zEs

gignificant at .05 ievei

£* significant at .01 level
ANNIIIIMMI.1110111

Apparently, for this ample, the girls generally did not make

cantly higher than tin boys. It is possible tbat if 4renzso



appear if IC, or Nitaching methods, or the children's previous scheol

experience were taken into account, but when taken u a ample no alpine

cent dtfferesees appeared. This lack may be in part a function of the

generally depreesed metes earned on all of the tests by the sample. On

other hand, the lack of sex differences has been noted in other samples
1.

of so ally disadvantaged children.

C. Correlation Initial Teacher and Pupil Variables with Ianuar and June
Pupil Measures

Although the relationships of the pupil and teacher variables were ex-

plored primarily through the analysis of variance and cotariance found in

ChaAtr W, some of the other teacher and pupil variables were expected

to sh.,1:4 relationships with pupil test scores. The correlations for some

of those variables are reported in Table 18. Appendix E also reports the

mean and standard deviation for each of the 78 teacher variables for the

sample of 14 tea ere.

As can be seen from Table 18, teacher characteristics such a the

teacher's hi et-4 est degree, the amount of gegieral teaching experience, and

the amount of specific first grade teaching experience had low correlations ,

here aignificant, with pupil test scores.

Class size showed a moderate correlation with achievement, but in an

unexpected direction. It appeared that for.the sample, the larger the clams

.10111111111.1=MVIIIIMOMMI.11.11.11

1.
A etudy underway by one o' the investigators Ghowed that fire

wore equal slumbere of retarded rea.ers among boys and girls on the third .

grade Iwo'.



Auditory Blends (Jan)

Tests Given in Jantutry end June'

Alphabet Names (Jan)

Correlations of Teaclier and Miece 1W:sous Variables

teacher

.24

Table la

sacs

-.23 -.32

-101

Grade I

-.23

r 1

DC Consonant Scandal))

eiCts &VI:66ft

.34

.49 -.21

.34 -.23,

ei

Pia"! Cone. Cewnbincltinm

Gates Test

S. A. Word Reading

S.A. Paragr. Meaning

S.A. Vocabulary

S. A. Spell ing

S.A. Word Study

Fry Test

SC Cons. Combinations

11.0 Cons. Sounds

(Jan)

Alabe t Names

Auditory Blends

Attitude Inventory

Storyllingte

Gilmore Accuracy

ph

*OW

-.22

-.23

-.24

.19

.17

.16

.15

.25

.24

.24

.32

.24

016

.18

.15

.14

.22

a 24

028

.16

.22

.39

938

.24

.38

035

.26

.29

.24

.43

040

-.19

-,. 18

-023

-.18

-525

-.32

-327

Only those correlations signiiicant at .a3 and above are reported

1"

ai
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Pupil Tar4* dance

Gilmore Accuraoy.(Ja) -.65

Alphabet Narazs (.Jan) .30
Auditory Blends (Jan) -.33

C Ccnsonant S:unds(Jan)

FCC Cons.0:mbinatiow
(Jan)

S.A. Word Reading -.32
. .,.

S.A. Paragr. Meaning -.30

S.A. Vocabulary -.26

S.A. Spelling -.25

S.A. Word Study se 26

Fry Test -.30

Gates Test -.25

11-C t:;onsonant Sounds

RAC Cons. Combinatiow

Gilmore ACV-An/7 On

Alphabet Names

Auditory Blends

Storytelling;

Attitude inventory .0.20

Table 19
ontInued)

Class
etruo.
ture

Class Attention
individesa 1 niron2

.46 .26 .43

.45 $8 .26 .46

.31 .21 .32

.41 .26 .37

.39 .25 26

.37 .22 .23

.28 .19 .17 .19

.36 .29 .20 .30

.41 .32 .23 e 25

.35 .26 .21 .27

.33 .33 .33 .34

.32 .32 .32 039

451 w ..Ri .51 c: wir
CA

.37 .37 .37 .33

.41 .33 .3G 4,37
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ace the, higher the reading achievement C pupils.

The correlatioull of pupil raiding mee.suree with both pupil and teacher

attezdance indieuted that attendance is school facilitated letzning to rend,

Although the differences may not be sIgnifictuit, it appeared that teacher

attendance had a higher relationship with pupil achievement than did pupil

attendance with pupil achievement, showing some small evidence that teach-

ing in the classroom was important!

The four teacher characteristics chtss structure, amount ,d eIZZO

participation, attention to individual differences, and teacher competence --

were used in the analysis of.variance. The results have already been dis-

cussed in Chapter IV. The variable, individual differences, showed a posi-

tive relationship to reading achievement in the correlation matrix, but

showed a negative relationship in the analysis of variance. The discrepancy

seemed unexplainable, except for the fact that two separate Difference

scales were te_-)ad and possibly each measured a different aspect of the char-

acteristic. The correlations presented on Table 18 served to corroborate

most of the evidence presented earlier that teacher characteristics do in-

fluence pupil achievement. The con-slalom in most cases were low to

moderate, but seemed to show no differences in magnitude from one teacher

characteristic to the next. Since all of these four teacher variables loaded

highly on Factor 1, the teacher excellence factors it was not surprising that

the./ would show about the same magnituds of correlation with ppil achieve-

mezt.



D. Comper isoa Yef Prefeesed feed Observed Readies Methods) of the Sample Techere

One of. the questions raised in the study was that ear zeraing the relatica-

Wp of the method the teacher said she used in teaching reading with those

methods she ..Yas actually observed to be using. A comparison could be

made since rankings of each teacher's primary emphasis in reading method,.

from a meaning to a decoding emphasis, were made on the basis of informa-

tion from the teacher questionnaire, and from direct observations in the

clzasroom. Thus, it was possible to compare the emphasis that each teacher

said she gave to beginning reading instruction with her actual emphasis in

the classroom.

For the 14 teachers in the sample, a correlation was obtained between

the professed and observed rankings of primary reading emphasis of .11; it

was not significantly dtiffirent from zero. At first glance, it appeared that

the teachers did not put into practice what they said that they did. However,

several factors might have lowered the correlation. Since six teachers

were observed more frequently than the other eight, the question was raised

as to, hether or not frequency of visit provided a more adequate appraisal

of the teaching method in effect. When the teachers were grouped by fre-

quency of observations, there appeared to be a higher degree of consistency

as shown in Table 19 among those teachers frequently observed; although,

again, the resulting coefficients were not significantly different from zero.
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Table 19

Correlations between Ranidage of Professed and Obsewed
Reading Methods by Various Groupings

Group

intensively observed teachers .31

8 Non-intensively observed tamers -.37

7 Experienced teachers 32

7 Inexperienced teachers .13

8 Meaning teachers 00

Sonnd",sysbril teachers ., , -.05

* significant at .05 level

It would also seem that the more experiencedieaCher a might be more

consistent in method, since their teaching experience might allow for better

understanding of reading methods. The correlations presented in Table 19

suggested that this was so, although there were no significant data to support

the assumption.

The question was raised, would adheients to a particular emphasis in

reading be more aware of the components important to that method, and there..

fore, be more consistent when professed and observed emphases are come

pared. As Table 19 shows, there was lee evidence that this B so.

method vas a complex Lae, and data from the present study could only give

in

rating consi tency were the number, of observations used in rating the
x.

teacher's methods and her eliperience in teaching. appeared that the large

indications of some of the factors influencing it. Possible ceeesiderations

In summary, the relationship between professed and actual reading

I
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diccrevancy between professed and observed methods emphasis might be

somewhat lower when a larger sampling of lessons is observed and when the

teachers have more experience.

FactszIAILtal siscafl'eacher blearia s

It cannot be emphasized too strongly that the findings from the factor
analysis of teacher variabless,discussed below, suffered from the usual limi-
tations of factor analysis, i.e., that the factors found and identified were
based only on the variables put into the analysis to begin with. Further,
the factor analysis was based on observations of a very small number of
teachers, 14 in all, in only one school system, It may well be that the

staff did not observes, record, and quantify those aspects of method and

teacher characteristics that may, in the final analysis, be the most crucial
for pupil achievement in first grade reading. It may be, too, that the factors
found for the fourteen teachers were valid only for those particular eachers,
teaching in those particular schools, having pupils of those particular char-
acteristics. The investigators were particularly cognizant of the fact that
the "observed" differences in approach to beginning reading were probably
not as great as would be found among first grade to= chers in general in that

their approach to beginning reading was limited by the approved method of
the school system, a method with heavy emph sis on meaning. The factor
ioadings may indeed be diff rent for larger group of `t; e a the r s representing

wider variation in method. In addition, this analysis along does not indi-
cate whether any one of th factors was associated with high or low achieverneni



in fire4 grade readiwg.

With these cgations in mind, the results of the factor melyeie of

teacher variables ere presented below*

A principal ,::component factor analysis .was computed, using the 83

teacher characterietics from the Teacher Questionnaire, the Clansmen)

Observation Inventory, and the Teacher Intervtevf. Fourteen factors

were extracted in the analysis, Since the major proportion of the total

variance, 80%, was accounted for in the first seven factors, only those

seven were rotated to orthagonal simple structure, using the varimax

procedure.

In identifying the factors, those teacher characteristics with factor

.loadings of high saturation were considered. A high factor saturation

was defined as a loading of .50 or above.

Because the seventh factor extracted and rotated appeared to have

meaning, the seven factor rotation was used in naming the factors. Five

of those seven factors were judged to be meaningful -- factors 1, 2, 3,

4 and 7. T= bleb 20.24 present the +eacher characteristics with factor

loadinge ef high 3 turation, ranked in order of their factor loadings, for

each of the five identifiable factors. Also included for each factor were

the proportions of total and common variance accounted for by each

factor.

Since the entire factor table was not presented for all of the 83

teacher characteistics, the communalities for each characteristic were

Rot pros Med. A discussion of each factor is presented below,



1. Factor 1

Factor 1, accounting for 26% of the total variance, was the clearest

of the five factors named, it eeeresd to represent a general "excellence in

teaching" factor. One of the highest loadings on this factor was the com-

petence rating (Var,19). The rating was made by each observer in terms

of the goals accomplished in the reading lesson and how the teacher reached

those goals,

Other variables loading high on this factor gave indication that

teaching excellence was composed of at least three facets: ability to teach

reading, ability to organize the group and classroom procedures, and sensi-

tivity to the children.

Ability to teach reading was represented by high loadings on such

variables as the quality of the lessons obServed, irrespective of type of

lesson, connected reading (Var,43), whole word recognition War, 20), or

word analySio skills (Var. 31).

Not only was the quality of the reading lessons high, but there was a

high amount of pupil participation among those working with the teacher

(Var. 5) 'and -a high degree of involvement among the pupils not working

with the teacher (Var. 56). The lessons were generally of appropriate

difficulty (Var.72) and appeared to be interesting to the children (Var,78).

The observed error rate was relatively low (Var, 2). There was also a

tendency for these teachers to have a greater proportion of pupil practice

in reading than pupil talk" (Var.4).



Table 20

Teacher Factor 1 from Seven Factor Rotation

Variable No, Variable Name Factor Loading

19
43
20
74
11

5
71

Competence
CR: Quality
IA V., R: Quality
Why Good Participation
Close vsDistance B
Classroom Participation
Individual Differences

.98

.99

.95

.83

.89
:95
089

31 WA: Quality 92
78 Interest of Material 89

7
,a

Relation to Objective Behavior
Reinforcement

.86
982

16 Comfort of Teacher .83
76 Conducive to Learning 92
56 Other Group Involvement .75

8 General Management 82
18 Class Structure 85

Relation to Objective General
9 Behavior ,77

72 Appropriateness of Lesson .73
13 Approach to Learning-Thinking .73
10 Closeness vs Distance A 0 67
12 Approach to Learning-Information .75
64 V; hen reading Started in Class 59

2 Number of Errors -,74
29 WITt R: Matching and Saying V ord 066
15 Children's Behavior 50
4 Pupil Talk vs. Pupil Practice 172

69 Keeping up with the Field .68
61 Type of Readiness Used .52
82 Type of Readiness Used -052
46 CR: Oral Reading and Questions 54

Common Variance .33
Total Variance .26
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The teacher's approach to learnin6 in reading was one that stressed

both the imparting of information and skills (Var. 12) and encouragement

of thirldng firar.13). There was also a high degree of reinforcement of

correct responses (liar.1). Her approval or disapproval of the pupils

reading was highly related to their objective performance in reading (Var.7).

Only four variables related to kind of emphases in beginning reading

instruction had significant loadings on Factor 1, and they appeared to be

related to both the sound-symbol and to the meaning end of the continuum.

Sound-symbol emphases were visual matching and saying the word (Var.2S),

and a tendency to prefer more specific (sound- symbol) types of readiness

activities (Var.61). Meaning emphasis was oral reading with questions

(Var.46). A tendency to start reading instruction early (Var.64) could

be related to both emphases. Their loadings were, however, lower on

Factor 1 than the more general aspects of teaching reading noted above.

Although it did not have a high loading on Factor 1, one other variable,

from the interview, indicated that the teachers judged most competent

were those who tended to keep up with the reading field more than the others

(Var. 69).

The second facet, ability to organize, was seen from the following

variables which loaded relatively high on Factor 1: observed behavior

of pupils or the teacher judged to be conducive to learning (Var, 76); rela-

tively high class structure and organization i.e., the teacher tended to

give the pupils "clear directions and expectations were clearly spelled out

in detail" (Var18).



Also related to organizational ability were variables already grouped

with ability to toach reading, e.g. high participation of pupils, whether in

the group working with the teacher or by themselves.

The third facet, sensitivity to pupils, was seen in the relatively high

loadings on attention to individual differences (Vary 71), balanced criti-

cism of general pupil behavior (Var. 8), and the tendency of either approval

or disapproval to be related to objective behavior both for reading (Var,7) .

and for general behavior Land discipline (Var. 9). The teacher tended to be,

in contact with the pupils (Var. 11), tended to be warmer toward them (Var.1*,

and appeared to be comfortable (Var.16).

In summary, Factor 1 seemed to be a general excellence in teaching

factor. A teacher who knew how to teach reading, regardless of her method,

who knew how to structure the classroom for learning, and who was sensi-

tive to the children in her class seemed to emerge in this factor.

2. Factor 2

Factor 2, which accounted for about 12% of the total variance, appeared

to be a methods emphasis factor. The highest loading was variable 83, pH-

mary emphasis in reading, which was derived from items on the classroom

Observation Inventory,
1.

The negative loading of two sound-symbol variables gave further con-

ftrmation to the meaning emphasis factor. Those variables were percent

1. Variable 70 is the same scale as variable 83 but rev( reed so that
the sound-symbol emphasis is at the high end of the scale. HE nee, the
negative but identical factor loading for the two variables on Ts ,ble 21.
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Table 21.*

Teacher Factor 2 from Seven Factor Rotation

Variable No, Variable Name Factor Loading

70
83

Primary Emphasis - sound symbol
Primary Emphasis - meaning

-.94
.94

32 WA: Percent of Time -.96
44 Ca: Percent of Time 82
55 CR: Reading with Eyes 9-never , 81
45 CR: Predominant Mode 0 -all silent .77
33 VA: 12.1stenthg Rhymes and Sounds -,63
50 CR: Discussion ofPictures .70

WA: Listening Rhymes Assoc.
34 with Pictures -.67
46 CR: Oral Reading and T Questions .66
25 WVili,; Meaning, Picture Content -.52
22 \kW It Simple Look-say .53

Common Variance .15
Total Variance .12

a

1



of observed time devoted to word analysis skills (Var, 32) and listening

to rhymes associated with pictures (Var.34), which was essentially a

sound-symbol approach.

In Factor 2, a meaning erophasla tended to go with a high percentage

of time devoted to connected reading, both oral and silent War.44), with

silent reading the predominant mode of connected reading (Var.45). During

the connected reading there was also a relatively high amount of discussion

of pictures (Var. 50). However, during the connected reading lessons, the

teacher representc d on Factor 2 tended even less than 'the others to stress

"reading with their eyes" or to stress "reading silently" first before read-

ing orally. That variable may be inconsistent with a meanin& approach.

In summary, Factor 2 tended to define a general meaning approach

to teaching reading, similar to the approach described in many electic

basal series.

3. Factor 3

Factor 3, accounting for 10% of the total variance, did not emerge

as clearly as the preceding factors. However, it was similar to Factor 2

in that it appeared to be a methods-emphasis factor.

Overall, Factor 3 appeared to represent a teacher who had a general

idea of what she was supposed to do according to accepted policy i.e.,

err phasize meaning and use the manual; in actual practice she mixed

methods.

Th/s factor represented a teacher who said she stressed meaning
.

according to the questionnaire (Vars. 51, 80)
1
and said she used the

4* Again Varia lea 57 80 are the same scale but with each giving

m
a,different value to meaning or sound-symbol, Var.80 ranks a meaning approac
an
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Table 22

Teacher Factor Zlfrom Seven Factor-Rotation

Variable No. Variable Name

57
80
65

15

Teacher Rank sound symbol
Teacher Rink -*meaning-
How much manual use 5-little
Childienti Behavior 9-moderately

Controlled

.. 82
.82

-.69

.63
47 CR: Ors/ Reading. . 6 Plain -.50
63 Total Time Reading -451

Attention called to previous learn -
54 trig 9- every chance .72
49 CR: Plain Silent' Reading .55
24 WW R: Configuration .65
21 WW R: Percent of Time- -.52
26 ViII-R: Phonics or Structure .5123 WWII: Virfte'or Copy Word -.51

Common Variance .12
Total Variance .10
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teachers' manual of the reading series (Vara65). Observations of her

lessons indicated that she had the children do a rroderate amount of plain

silent reading (Var.49), but little plain oral reading (Var, 47).

Whole word recognition practice received little emphasis (Var.21),

but when given, the pupils' attention was called to the configuration of the

word (Var.24) and to the phonic or structural elements (Var.26). Copying

or writing of words was not used (Var.23).
,

During the connected reading, the teacher tended to call attention to

the phonic, structural and spelling clues already learned when an error

is made. Also, this kind of teacher tended to spend a relatively small

amount of time on reading (Var.63).

In summery, Factor 3 showed a teacher using a meaning approach

who added sound-symbol methods when appropriate.

4. Factor 4

Factor 4, which accounted for 9% of the total variance, was even less

elan/ than Factor 3. However, it appeared to represent a teacher who was

relatively untrained in the teaching of reading (Var. 68) and also tended to

have a rather inconsistent approach to bez;L-ining reading, She stated in the

interview that she tended to have a more specific (sound-symbol) type of

readiness program (Val's. S1,82).1. Yet her observed lessons tended to

stress silent reading, both with and without teacher questioning (Vars, 48, 49),

1,
Variables 61 and 82 are also the same scale in reversed orders.
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Table 23

Teacher Factor 4 from Senn Factor Rotation

Variable Name Factor Loading
.-:....1-(,,.:?,..::..

Children's Behavior 9-moderately
15 '.confickied , '1 '';' '1,', ' ", , .4. 51

WA: Sounds 11.0150C with Printed
35 Letteiti ' l'-' '- . 177
68 Training in Reading Courses - 63

2 'Number of kibibis . 84tisny ;52
61 Type of Readiness 5-SS 59
82 Type -of' Readineis'54.ilobal -. 59

WWII: Visual Matching no talk or
28 sotind; ''' , .11; *69

WA: Teacher's Presentation
42 ii-neViii'isolatis :'' F. 67
49 CR: Plain Silent Reading .58
48 CR::. !Silent And ',Teachers Questions 56
77 How Errors Handled 9-gives help . *55
59 CP*: Dlicussian taf Senutiiidee . 58

Approach to Learnirig-Thinking
13 5.rniich" enoouragenieht 53

Common Variance .11
Total Variance 009
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During the connected reading she discussed the meanings of words and

phrases (Var.53). She also tended to encourage thinking (Var.13). The

level of the lessons appeared to be toward the difficult side (Var.2), but

she tended to use predominantly visual matching in reading lessons. She

did riot teach word analysis skills by 43o/ sting sounds (Var.42).

In classroom management there were indications that the teacher

represented on Factor 4 had unsatisfactory control, being either too rigid

or too lax. Thus, Factor 4 appeared to indicate characteristics of a teacher

who had a lower degree of competency, a less consistent approach to read-

ing, but who encouraged children while learning, She appeared not to know

much about teaching reading but had a fair degree of sensitivity to the

children.

5. Factor 7

Factor 7 accounted for 7% of the total variance. It seemed to describe

an authoritarian teacher (Vars. 3,14,75) who controlled her children with

punitive actions. There seemed to be a spelling approach to reading (Vars.27,

41). The children did not seem especially comfortable in the classroom

situation (Var.17). The factor characterized a teacher who used a rigid

approach to both reading and classroom management,

F. fLctor Analysis of Pupil Variables

Since the correlation analysis of pupil noasures yielded some inter-

relationships that appeared to be meaningful theoretically, a factor analysis

of the pupil measures was undertaken to clarify those relationships., Because
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Table 24

Teacher Factor 7 from Seven Factor Rotation

Variable Name

Spelling or Mention of Letters
WA: Spelling
Comfort of Children 9-high
Teacher vs. Pupil Talk 9- 90% pupil
Teacher Expectation 9 moderately

permissive
Reaction to Child not Participating

1.5 5-positive 1-punitive

Factor L___oadi_i

.83

.74
69

W. 68

-,65
55

Common Valiance .09
Total Variance .07



of the limited range of test scores obtained from the sample, as well as the

possible lack of validity of those tests as -measures of pre-reading and

reading skills, the usefulness of a factor analytic approach with thoite measures

may be lessened. however, the analysis was undertaken with gull realization

of its liroitations; the results were presented as merely sug;estive of some

of the possible factors at work in beginning readin,;-, with one particular

sample using one particular group of tests.

The 45 pupil variables were used in a principal component factor

analysts. Fourteen factors were extracted, but only seven of them were

rotated since 71% of the total variance was accounted for by the first seven

factors. The varimax procedure was used to gain orthogonal simple struc-

ture,

Those pupil variaoles with factor loadins of high saturation, defined

as .50 or above, were used in identification of factors. Both the two factor

and six factor rotations were considered as yielding meaningful factors,

On the two factor rotation, Factor I was naated; on the six factor rotation,

Factors 1,5, and 5 were named. Tables 27::-26 present the pupil variables

with their factor loadings for each factor, together with the total and corn-

mn variance for earth factor, The two sets of factors are discussed below.

The two factor rotation yielded one xreaniniful factor, Factor 1, but

it presented problems in description, It accounted for 2P% of the total vari-

ance, Generally, the factor appeared to be a decoding-meaning factor. The

decoding aspects included the roato.hinz of forma (Var,9),naming of letters

(Vars. 44,54,6), recognition of words and sounds (Vars28,24.2430 20.
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There were varying ai:ounts of meanir; combined with the decoding in

those tests.

Table 25

Pupil Factor I from Two Factor Rotation

Variable No. Name Factor Loading.

is4 Alphabet Names - January , 62
26 S.A. Spelling .7i)
31 Gates Test .73
28 Gilmore Accuracy , I ll
23 S.A, Word Reading , 7z:

56 R-C Consonant Sounds - June , 73
24 S..A. Paragraph Meanin6. .75
43 Gilmore Accuracy - January , 73

? S.A. Word Study .72
54 Alphabet Names - June .72
45 R-C Consonant Sounds - January .71
ze Gilmore Reading Rate 070
e7 R-C Consonant Combinations -June .70

3 14-D Letter Names .68
22 S-D Attitude Inventory .63

Z.. Thurstone Identical Forms .62
11 Metropolitan - Listening .82
3b Pattern Copying , 60

5 Tr1) Phonemes .52

Common variance
Total variance

.57
02E

rrae thexplained tests with significant loadings on Factor 1 included

an attitude toward readin, teat (Var,22), visual-motor test (Var.38), and

a test of receptive langua.A comprehension (Var.11). Since with the in-

clusion of those tests the factor did not appear to be completely meaningful*

the factors on the six factor rotation were next considered.

On the six factor rotation, Factors 1,51 and 6 were taloned, while
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FaCtors 2,3,4 were rejected .as,meaningless because of the high proportion

of zero scores on the tests loading significantly ort them.

Factors 1 and 6 on the six factor rotation appeared to be somewhat

similar to the Factor I already discussed:, as well as to each other. Factor

1' on the six factor rotation, accounted for 17% of the total variance. It

appeared to be primarily a decoding factor with a moderate meaning cony

ponent. Connected oral reading (Vars. 28,2E) was seen as part of the

decoding-meaniaz process. The Thurstone Identical Forms (Var. e.) was

judged to be an early ability to deal with visual aspects of decoding. On

this factor some of the unexplained variables that were problematical in

the first extraction disappeared.

Factor 3, accounting' for 18% of the total variance: was six ilar to

both Factor Ms It also appeared to be a decoding factor with perhaps a

greater meaning emphasis than found in Factor 1 (extraction 6). This was

shown by the high loadings of the S.A. Paragraph Meaning (Var.24.) and

Word Reading Tests (Var.23), This factor also included some of the de-

coding variables not found in Factor 1, particularly the M-D Phonemes

(Var.5), M "D Letter llan:4s (Var.6), and Dr-D Learning Rate (Var.7)

given in October. As in all of the other pupil factors discussed, the loadin3s

of the variables were not high.

Thus, the three pupil factors discussed seemed to be decoding' - meaning

oriented, since most of the tests loading highly on them were classified as
.

decoding or decoding-weaning tests iitOCOrding to the classification used

for the correlation matrices. Thy two similar factors occur in six factor

1
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Table 26

Pupil Factor 1 from Six Factor Rotation

Variable No. Variable Name Factor Loading

29 Gilmore Reading Rate .89
28 Gilmore Accuracy 87
54 Alphabet Names January 72
44 Alphabet Names June .70
31 GateS Test .67
26 S.A. Spelling .62
56 R-C Consonant Sounds June .61

9 Thurston Identical Forms .55
57 RC Consonant Combinations June 54
27 S.A. Iii ord Study .53
2 3 S.A. Word Reading .53

Common Variance *24
Total Variance 1L7

Table 74 7

Pupil Factor 6 from Six Factor Rotatim

Variable Name

31 Gates Test' 57
26 S.A. Spelling .55
57 HNC Consonant Comb. Jane , .51
45 R-C Consonant Sounds January .77
30 Fry Test .72
43 Gilmore Accuracy January .72
24 Stanford Paragraph Reading .63

6 MD Letter Names .62
Stanford Achievement Test Word

23 Reading .62
5 MD Phonemes .60
7 MoD Learning Rate .57

Common Variance .26
Total Variance .18



rotation was unexplained, 41440.00th seemed to be essentially the seine

factor.
,

Factor 5, accountini for 6% of the total variance apPeared to be

visual motor factor, represented by the two timings of the Thurstone

Pattern* Copying Test. It was seen as having some relationship to reading

in the early stages of rending teaching.

Table 28

Pupil Factor 5 fibm Six Factor Rotation

Variable No.

8

Name Factor Loading

Thurstone Pattern Copying , 83
58 Pattern Copying - reseal's .75

Common variance .03
Total variance , 06

In summary, results similar to those from the correlation matrix
a

were found. It appeared that the measurable aspects of first grade readin;

were a combination of decoding and meaning with some decoding tasks group-

ing with the decodingmmeaning tasks, Meaning tasks did not group with the

above tasks to any degree,

G. Suinmary

The pupil and teacher measures and 'their interrelationships were ana-
..

lysed in Chapter "', The results showed ttoderate to high interrelationships

among most of the pupil testa given in Ocioter, January and June. The

nature of those relationships was further defined in the factor analysis which
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showed that meaning-dlcoding factors did account for some of the variance
in the tests,

Five teacher factors, one describing teacher characteristics, three
factors describtig reading methods and one factor combining teacher char-
acteristics and reading method, were found from the 83 teacher character-

Fy

istics used in the study. Only the first two factors were represented by
variables in theanalysis of covariance, described in Chapter IV. However,
in both cases the variables showed a relationship with end of year reading

AV'

achievement. Thus, there was evideille that the teacher characteristics
as refined by the factor analysis were useful indefining relationships be-.-

tween pupil tests and teacher characteristics.

Other findings reported in Chapter V were unexpected. No sex
differences were found on the pupil test ecores, a finding contrary to
most studies of first grade reading skills.

There was limited evidence to show that large class sizes brought
better reading achievement than did small class sizes. However, since
the average daily attendance or the pupil mobility rate was not known for
the classes in the sample the finding is open to question.

The measure of Attention to Individual Differences used in the pupil-
teacher correlation matrix showed the opposite relationship to pupil achieve-
ment than did the measure used in the analysis of variance (Chapter IV),i.e.,
with the measure used in the correlation matrix; the more attention given to
individual differences in the clanaroorn.gave.higher reading achievement

a
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. P. .11 ;),f 4scores. Apparently, differing definitions of the variable were used in
each cases underlining the need for clear-cut definitions of those char-
acteristics to. be pleasured.

.;. litC1 . .; .' ,' 4.,.". .11 ',C.. Another significant finding was that there was little relationship
. ),

between the teacherts,proreased method and the reading method she was

, -'

a

.
: >,observed to use. Further examination of that correlation showed that

7._, ' . , ; , .. ' . . _^' 1 "P i .'."' . .- ..413(1..; . .! . -'it was raised to some degree when either the amount of teaching exper-
.,-?,, ,,':, . . '-,:. . if.,-,.f.- .-:ience and the frequency 'cl observations of the reading lessons was taken

into account. However, there still Was considerahle discrepancy between.1.,
professed and observed methO.das a finding which suggested a lack of, ;. ,3 .knowledge and understanding of reading methods by those who put them
into practice in the classroom.

s'. A
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VI

Conclusions

The study set out to, explore first grade reading in depth.. Rather

than compare the resultS of two different methods of teaching readings the

effect of teacher implementatiOn on one reading method Was explored. In

the present study, 83 teacher characteristics representing teacher style

and teaching methods were explored for fourteen teachers using an eclectic

basal reader methods to see what effect such teacher characteristics might

have on pupil reading achievement.

The results showed evidence that some teacher characteristics, i.e. ,

teacher competence, thinking approach to 'learning, a sound-symbol teach-

ing emphasis, and appropriateness of the level of difficulty of the lesson,

did have a relationship to pupil reading achievement at the end of grade one.

Such relationships held when pupil October pre-reading skills which could

possibly affect the desired relationships were taken into account. There

was reason to believe that the relationships found would have been found for

a larger number of teacher characteristics had it been possible to put them

to test, since the analysis of vcriance showed that other characteristics

also seemed to be related to pupil achievement.

To support the results of the main analysis a teacher factor analysis
...was done. Five teacher factors were named from

.

the items used.to assess

teacher characteristics and performance. One factor was a teacher excel-

knee factor, three factors were reading methods and the fifth factor

r



combined teacher characteristics and methods. Variables representing
two of those factors, teacher excellenetrand primary emphasis in reading,

showed a relationship to pupil June reading achievement in the analysis a
covariance. A test of the Other three teacher factors was not made; howeverr

the general approach used in the strady shims promise for delineating of the
role of the teacher and her reading methods in relation to pupil reading

achievement. That teachers apparently do make a difference in the teach!.

ing of reading seems to gain support from the findings of the present study.

The intarrelationships off' the pupil measures showed that many of

those tests had some common variande. Generally, there were moderate
ON

to high relationships among the tests designated as decoding or decoding-

meanintineasures. A factor analysis of the pupil measures provided

additional evidence that many of the tests measured decoding-meaning

skills, as well as .unidentified factors.

Other findings were that teachers who follow one accepted method

varied considerably within that method. In addition, there was considerable

discrepancy between what teachers say they do in reading and with what

they were observed to do. Both the frequency of observation and the length

of experience of the teacher affected that discrepancy. Thus, more class-.
room observation may be needed to determine what teachers actually do with

the reading method they use.

It was also found that boys and girls had similar scores on the reading

achievement tests, unlike results from many other stUdiets. It may be that
within socially disadvantaged vopulationa other fadtora may tend .to obscure

-......................,.......................................... ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,...................



sex differences in reading skills.

There were several itmitations which might have bearing on the

conclusions drawn.

Many of the tests used were'either newly revised forms of standard-

ized reading tests or tests not standardized,on socially.disadvantaged pop-

ulations° Thus, there was some question of their applicability to the pres-

ent sample. In additton, as noted on the tables In Chapter V, the range of

scores was considerably restricted for the.sample, many children received

zero scores on some of the harder tests. Therefore, therejwas question

about the meaningfulness of the tests for valid evaluation of reading skills

Difficulty was encountered in the administration of group:reading

tests to this socially disadvantaged first grade sample, unsophisticated in

test-taking. Limited attention spans, poor self-motivaton, and the dis-

tractions of acting-out children in the classrooms no doubt limited the

validity of many of the test scores for individual children.'

Because of the limitations of computer programs, all of the tests

could not be used in the Anal data analysis,. especially some of-those tests

which might have given more information about components of reading

skills than did the Stanford Achievement test.

The teacher measures also had limitations. The three teacher

measures were constructed, by those who used them. Thus, frequent dis-

cussion among the observers no doubt increased the amount of agreement

on items and made observers' ratings less independent: .113, is difficult to

know whether the high rater agreement obtained gave a roore,or less
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accurate account of actual teacher metliods and cheracteristicti ais a result,
but use of.the.scales by.disinterested.ratirs is strongly rocentmended in
future studies to test validity.

Another problem` with teacher measures was that changes were made
.midway in the :study- firthe.elaseroort Observation Inventory: There may
hate been subjective judgments .'made in the .collation of the two forms,
There were also'problerat Concerning quantificiation of the items on the three
teacher measures,. .Becaustrof the lack of precedent in coding such items,
categories, no doubt, tended to be somewhat subjective.

There were also 'Several limitations in the data analysis,' The sample
Ws were not large enough to differentiate between the observation data ob-
tained from the four teachers observed weekly and those teachers observed
once per, month. Al a result, each teacher'was assigned an average rating
for each of the 83 items; based on the total number of times she was observed.
Undoubtedly, more detailed information about leacher characteristiCs would
have been obtained by use of the intensively observed sample,

If a more sophisticated data analyals had been possible, it would have
been important to evaluate the teacher characteristics at several stages of
reading development throughout the first grade year, as the investigators
had hoped to do in the four-class subsexnpTe,

Another limitation in the data -collection was that only a small number
of children's characteristics could be taken into account, The investigators

,

I

had.interided to obtain measures of intelligence and socio-economic status,
both of which were eonsidered.erdetal base measures in delineating reading

le
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skills; Since those measures could not be obtained, valuable inforFnation

ibliut interactions of thse variables with reading was missing.

Much of the qualitative data collected about teachers and pupils could

not be used. Material on the teacher interviews and summary comments

of each classroom, written by the observers, were omitted, Data on inter-

actions of individual pupils with their teachers and peers during the reading

lesson were also pit aside. Since the amount of data collected was consid-

erably greater thin that which was used in the study, some question might

be raised e.1.4ut the selection of the teacher add pupil characteristics actually

used in the data analysis. "Other questions were raised about the teachers

and their reading methods, First, the small sample. of 14 provided a limited

range for comparison of reading methods. Since all of the teachers used a

basal reader approach, the possibilities for variation of reading emphasis

within that method were limited; in a larger sample wider variations or sev-

eral methods would have provided a. more. valid test of the questions raised

in the study.

Another unsolved problem was that two of the teachers left their

classes in the midyear and were replaced with less experienced teachers,

Analysis of the data was difficult because only one rating for each teacher

characteristic could beused per classroom,: A decision was made to use

the teacher characteristics of the original teacher rather than those of her

replacement, becauSe the teacher's initial influence on. reading skills was

thought to be greater. Thus,_ the influence ofthe original teacher on read-

ing scores was nct known except, in combination with the replacement. Some
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question could be raised about the accuracy of the teacher characteristics

used to represent 2 of the 12 , dlassroome. :4.

A major problem in this sindy'design'tvas to insure that the reading

lesson observed was typical of the teacherls usual. classroom instruotion.

The data in Chapter V revealed 'a discrepancy between-the teaching observed

and how the teacher said she taught,.: Several questions must beraised in

light of that finding: Did the teachers present typical lessons when observers

were present? Teacher" were requested through letter and interview to make

no changes in their usual leston plans. However, the observers felt that an

effort was made to present the best possible, lesson to the observer. This

was further substantiated in semi cases whelythe observers appeared unex-

peetedly. , ... .

It Was important for the stidy 'design that there. be no feedback from the

observers which might influence method or classroom organisations It was

possible theta teacher's uncertainty about the appropriateness.of the lesson

may have influenced her performance.

Many weakneSses Were felt to edit in the implementation of the study.

However, the 'study was conceived as a. pilot project whose purpose was to

provide a framework for studies in depth of reading teaching. As such, it

was considered to have achieved its purpose in twi respects. The investi-

:Atom found that teacher characteristics could be measured and quantified

through observations in the classroom, and that those characteristics could

be related to pupil characteristics, Furthermore, the study gave indication

that some of those relationships were significant. Thecae significant

E,

I

I

1

I

1

I

I



characteristics were not the ustuitones such as teacher education or person-

ality, but were challacteristics that emphasized reading method and.approtches

to learning. In conclusion, there was good evidence that studies' In depth

of teacher method and approaches to learning in relation to reading achieve-

m ent was a promising 'approach for iriveitigatiOn3-of beginning reading.

7
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Appendix A

Definition of an eclectic basal reader approach 1

Most methods textbooks and published reading programs for

children have agreed on these basic points:
f I.

1. Heading is given a broad definition, It includes as major
.44 t g ,

goals, right from the start, word recognition, comprehension, inter-

pretation, appreciation, and application of the facts to the study of per-

sonal and social problems.

2. Children start with "meaningful reading" of whole words,

sentences, and stories as closely geared to their own experiences and

interests as possible° From the start, silent reading is a preferred
mode.

3. After the child recognizes "at sight" about 50 words (some
.4

authors call for more, some less), he begins, through a process of

analysis of words "learned as wholes," a study of the relationship be-

tween the sounds in spoken words (phonemes) and the letters represen-

ting them (graphemes), i.e., phonics. However, even before phonic

instruction, the child is encouraged to identify new words by the other

means of word analysis -- picture and meaning clues and structural

analysis.

le Chan, J. bacrvationa in beginning reading. The Instructor
Magazine* March 1065, p.5.
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.2.

4. Instguction in phonics and other word-analysis skills is
4

spread over the six years of the elementary school. Phonic instruc-

tion usually starts slowly in grade 1, and picks up momentum in grades

2 and 3.

5. Phonics is not to be drilled or practiced in "isolation," but

is to be "integrated" with the "meaningful" connected reading. In addi-

tion, the sounds are not to be isolated and blended to form words.
i

e. The vocabulary of the basal readers for grades 1, 2, and 3

is repeated often and is carefully controlled on a meaning-frequency

principle, using words that are the most frequent in general reading

matter and Judged by the author to be within the child's understanding.

7. A readiness or preparatory period, followed by a slow and

easy start in arst grade, Is recommended for all children. A /anger

readiness period is recommended for those judged "not ready" for for-

mal reading instruction.

I



APPendix

THE CITY COLLEGE
Dept. of education

Study of Methods of Teaching First Grade Reading

(Teacher Questionnaire)

To the teacher:
We are making a survey Of methods and materials used in teaching first

grade reading. Vie ask your help with this questionnaire. Please answer all
of the questions below. Return the form in the enclosed envelope as soon as
possible. Thank you.

Jeanne Chill
Shirley Feldmann

1. Below are listed several different types of materiels which might be
used in any given reading program.

In Column I indicate the frequency with which zou use the materials in
your reading program by placing the number:

1 - next to those materials which are an intoval part of your program;

2 - next to those materials which are ,supplementarj to your program; and

3 next to those materials which you do not use.

Column I Column II

Basal Reader Series

Teachers' Manual for
Basal Reader Series

Viorkbooks correlated
with Basal Series

Published phonics work-
books. programs, or
worksheets (not corre-
lated with basal series)

Supplementary Readers

Trade Books

*M Meaning
SS Sound-Symbol

1M*
2 SS



Supplementary published
workbooks or materials
for developing oeuvres
pension

ord games

Teacheramade worksheets
and devices for word sradr
sic and phoaics

Teacheramade worksheets
for developing comprehen-
sion

Experience Charts

Others (list)

4.

Coltimn / Column I!

I ill01451110.12111 mg m ospoPwwwww

..IMINImm. MIN

2. List below approximatiV what percent of the total regatta time you
spend on each of the following activities. The total should add up to
100 percent.

Percent of time
per week

M

M

S

Activity

Guided silent reading of basal readers

Oral reading of basal readers and supple -
mentary materials

Correlated Workbook exercises

Discassion and dratratimition of stories and
otter related language activities

Teaching and giving practice in developing
a staht vocabulary



Percent of time
per week

Total 100%

-3«

Activity
.r.

Independent silent reading of trade books
and supplementary readers

Teaching and giving practice in word
analysis skills

,..., .

Supplementary activities to develop word
meaning and comprehension skills

3. Check one of the following statements:

In.using the teachers' manuals for the basal readers, I follow:

M a. all of the suggestions for a lesson

If you have checked b or c in the above question, indicate briefly whichparts of the teachers' manual you do follow.

.........

S

filpMftm.MIMPM0~

b. most of the suggestions for a lesson

dco

some of the suggestions for a lesson
. none of the suggestions for a lesson

OgrINILIMnInr.wialMilirlimi.apimmmlmolowliwr

4. Different authorities in reading tend to favor emphasizing different
goals or aspects of reading in the ftrst grade. The following is a list of
goals culled from different authorities. Rank each of these goals in theorder of importance to your progrram. Use a rank of 1.for the most impor-
tant goal and a rank of 10 for the least important goal. Make sure that notwo goals are given the same rank.



Goal.... .....iteadin Rank

a. Developing rapid silent reading ernewp....rimolLurromowerm.

b: Developing broad reading interest')

co Developing the ability to read a variety
of materials for different purposes

do Developing a rigs and broad meaning
vocabulary (speaking, listening,
understanding) M

e. Ability-to sound out words indepen-
dently S

Critical interpretation of what is
read M

Devebping a sicht vocabulary

h. Ability to get the literal meanie;;; of .
what is read 4..

Accurate oral reading

3. Learning to associate the sounds in
spoken words with the letters used
to represent them

M

S

S

5. If you were on a Board of Education Comtoittee whose task it is to
reduce the number of goals in first grade reading, which of the above
ten goals whould you insist upon E11kee ing?

b. Answer each of the questions below according to your own view on the

teaching of first grade reading. Check only one answer for each question.

a. which is.rrore important for first grade children to know? (choose one)
Some basic sight words should be learned before the letter names
and sounds are taught.. .................15/1

Both recognition of alphabet letters and their names should be taught
before learning to read. ....S...........



...1.11116.111.My...14mlomparnate....my
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b. Which is a more serious deficiency in first grade reading? (choose one)
Accurate word recognition but difficulty in interpreting
what is read.
Inaccurate word recognition but good interpretation of whatis read.

c. In general, the major task for the average Englishmspeak-
ing child learning to read in grade I is: (choose one)
Learning to recognize the words in his readers.
Learning the meanings of the words in his readers. 0.1111.W.IPd. If a first grade reading program could include only
one of the following, which would you include? (choose one)
Oral reading
Silent reading

rwiLemelt~~..
It..c.nic the following approaches to independent word recognition in theorder of priority that they receive in your program. Assign a I to the ap-proach that receives the most attention, a 2 to the next, etc.

picture clues (recognizing unknown words by associating them
with pictures)
context and meaning clues (recognizing unknown words by "what
xristkes sense" from the surrounding known words)
configurational analysis (recognizing and reorling the formof the word)
phonetic analysis (recognizing words by "sounding out" letters
and groups of letters)
structural analysis (recognizinsi unknown words by known roots,
be.Annings and endings)

8. Teacher Information

Name
Age 20-2.; 28 -30 3145 36-4041.45 46.40 51..55

Ecw long ...1a4e yuti taught first grade?

School

What other grades have you taught?

What is your highest degree?

Date completed?



Appendix C

THE CITY COLLEGE
School of Education

CCNY-USOE Reading Study

Classroom ObservatiOn Inventory
.**Experiznental Edition.

General. Information

Record eich'event and sequeAcit of activities with the thrie limits, asit occurs on the blink recordhagjaheetifprOvided.
Also note the interest levet by recording, approximately every one tofive minutes, the number of children paying attention or unt paying attentionto the activity. If possible record whether the same ehildrer remain inter-ested or whether the interest shifts among individual mere,. el-se
Begin describing each activity by recording the time it beglas, whetherit is directed to the whole class or to one group (indicate the level of the

group, if possible: whether the high, middle or low group), and then describethe activity -- what the teacher does, what the pupils do, the materials read,how (orally or silently), the number of pages, etc. If sight words are prac-ticed, try to give the number; if !minds, estimate the number, etc.
Include also how the teacher handles the transition from one part of thelesson to the other.
When the teacher is working with one group only, the factual descriptionshould concentrate on what gees on in that group. However, include aloe astatement about what the other gre aps not working directly with the teacherare doing (materials they are workbag on, the amount covered, etc.). Ajudgment should also be made about the interest and involvement of the groupsnot working with the teacher.
Upon com?letion of the classroom observation fill out the qualitativeand quantitative summary of the Observation Inventory.

Code for RecordiunassroonaseObservation

For convenience, uoe a standard code for recording the written accounta the classroom activities.

Tstands for Teacher. Any account fallowing T indicates what theteacher did or said.
it 11 (potation marks are placed arqund what the teacher said.
No quntations are made fnr what the teacher did.

Example: T "Take 'ut your books." Goes to the blackboard.

C stands for Children. Any account following C indicates what oneor more children did or said. Underline what the child said. Place

** This inventory is not to be reproduced in part or whole without written...,...1)2........_sionfrom 0?m..1.t director.

--wAssprAS
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parentheses around what the child did-. n )

Example: C I can't book')0 0

X stands for I rcorrect a'SS --tatikr 41firethe teacher's we:0o correctly, it is recorded as
, it,f)

0.0
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General Observations

How are mats reinforced for the correct res sea? (e. g, right, good, fine,
or some means of non,vierbal communication.

AflioUnt of 'Reinforcement Used

Majority pi About 50 % of
responses TOPPonge, .

reinforced reinforced,

Little re-
inforcee.
ri;IPS

. ....,,. f'How are errors egastax'hindied? (e.g. 1$46 teic,ber it*e the_ right
answer, tall on another "child, or 'dosi she help the. popit'bi. Means

44 of various cues? If she helps child think -throUgh, whit aids does
she use phonic, meaning, etc.?)

Variable
Number

1

77

Number of errors made

9 / ,......................._1 2
Many errors Some errors Few or

Does lesson to be toommittiLnilt it or too hard for children?

Is there an evidence that the teacher it....uiwarea..._and provides for the

1-9 1: Too hard most of the time 9: Just right cal of time

special deficiencies and strengths of individual eAlifestyjciiall

no errors

in reading? Give examples

72

73
71

Estimate 1?.iif teacher talkilk and direction to talk and
practice of reading

talk to

gs

10% pupil

70% teacher
30% pupil

1 /
t teac er 4 teacher

50% pupil 70% Pula

/

90% pupil
1" teacher

9

11_

talk and
practice

71 Scale: 1-9 1: No help 9: Help given often
73 Scale: 1-2 1: No 2: Yes

A
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Estimate the proportion of pupil talk (discusEsion of content,
pictures, etc ) to actual pupil, practice-

.MP214,phonics .'(whol, INT414 )rOpikliaptf.,c1fp, 0,14:4,, r.100./

1

90%

talk t-0,-40ft ;

Pula ifito41.7;,'
ing or &O..-
nit prac-
tice . 1t

'"r", ":" T '

a.1.

, talk to 50%
plirdc Prac-
tice

Exteu"121assui9L1...
earn.Rate-theipritl,, 0.10-"hicktite.cala,.as whole. .generally appears to 5

be parti0ipatiiig, -in cliiii-leation. Are tie eager to answer questions
and generally responsive to teachers quetstions? Don't caniiider
they are participating."-butrather whether they are.

9 High participation on part of most children at
au. times

puPiT77
teak t .0 ;
,phonic Rae-
tic*

10/0-
.tsak tcr90% ,

phonic pract-
.tics

4

Moderately high participation on part of most
children, most of the time but .with some
variability

Teacher has a group of children who are par-
ticipathlg well most of the time, but a fairly
large group who are not consistently with the
teacher

Participation is highly variable, but tends to
be low quite often

17,class is generally unreiponsive with only a
very few children actually pallici.pating

Where, and why, was participation high and wheie, ind why was par-
ticipation low (i either all or part-of lesson) ?'

74 Scale. 1-9 . 9: Teacher warm and mcepting
1: Teacher den:lands attention-punitive aititudo

How does teacher react to children who are not patio

How interesting 41dipeaanted material to childiren?

75 Scale: 1-5 5: Always tries to hriolle -441 dreg
1: Usually takes punitive action

78 Scale: 1-9 1: Dull 9: Very interesting

:k

r

1! 1'11.1

:

74

75

7(1.
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Rate the directimi isfiiiiiiiticl*rt.if 614404 ration to thoi ieitilythr cthe children. Is the toethirsiiiiiiatonliiiikidty on* of Willie'
or does the teacher usually bionsand disapprove.

Look for tite'teadifrirs s ratOtiOn0 to specific :ththits that *la chiltdren,lie orfail to do, Met SU the *that! general o forthe class. Includilhe teiciiertx 140*!irks;lasttiiO4. &did
voice tone, postures etc. as clues 61 her.approval Or disapprmil.'

Ratemtel, foit_..Lcc..._._ontent (Reading Behwrior) and General Managementand Disciplines,
Breadths Bcaviae

Variable 6)

Lavish praise and
_j_sommendeition

Much praise and
5 commendation

Emphasis on appro-
val, disapproval. is.
either infrequent ,mild

8 or lacking

Very little approval
but almost no die-

? approval

Related to objective betailarTealiallifinagemenf
and Discipline
(irihrieile (0,

4
120010.M.

0

Mg
6

In era

leamowIIIIMINI111.11.01

I

5

9 Balanced criticism
9

Very little disapproval
6 but almost no approval

Emphasis on disiPproVal,
approval either infrequent,3 mild, or lacking

2 Much disapproval.

Strong, and/or c.putii;kuovs
disapproval anitfa*

1 tag

What behavior on the part of tite'dhildreii Seethed to
approval from the teacher?

What behavior on the part of the children seemed to
disapproval from the teacher?

evoke thi;:iiir
(4 <

evoke the strongest

Variables
7 and 9 sho
how disci-
pline is
related to
objective
behavior
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Closeness vs.Distance

Rate the extent to which the teacher seems to be really c7.00e o and in touch. _

with the children. Is the teacher cold and aloof; or is she aware. of and in coil= =
munication with the children? To what extent does she get wrapped up in the
needs and feelings of the children? (check one place on both *Wei.)

Teacher is very remote and Teacher is not really in contact .

1 distant 1 with the children

Teacher is somewhat cold and Teacher able to reach children to
4 aloof

10

some extent 11

Teacher senses their feelings Teacher interacts easily and
5 comfortably with the children8 yet remains an adult

Teacher somewhat too involved
in the emotions and. feelings of

6 the children

Approach to Learning_

Rate the extent to which the teacher seems to be trying to give the pupils
learning experiences which are assortments of facts and skills, or exerelses
in thinking. For example, does the teacher stimulate the children to wonder,
to experiment and to explore? Or does she recite a lesson, expecting the
children to learn it without any inquiry on their part?

Do not rate the teacher on how successfully she either supplief facts or stimu-
lates thinldng. Consider only the extent to which she seems to be trying to do
one or the other. (Check one place on both scales.)

Information

Teacher provides many facts
and much information, some-

7 tunea more than children can
handle

Teacher emphasizes the acqui-
sition of information and skills,
but it is related to student acti-
vities.

Teacher gives some information
5 to students

Teacher does not always provide
enough information for the pupils

3 and the task,

Teacher's giving of factual know-
ledge is inadequate for needs of

1 children and the task

Thinking

Does almost nothing to stimu-
late pupils to think for thorn-
selves.

Gives some attention to thinking

t

skills

Encourages them to inquire and
think independently whenever

_,possible

OW
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Class Structure*

Rate the extent to which the teacher organises the classroom activitie3 18
and directs the children in their leitrobv.and behaviorthe extent to which
she makes her directiositedeari

;,1;;,

Teacher structures for the children--gives detailed clear directions,
9 and exPectationit ire; clearly Spelled. Out

; 1.;. e

Teacher is gennally well organised and clear in assigning tasks--
directions and expectations clear, but not spelled out as above.

- +a'

There is a moderate degree of structure, and information on expec-
tations, Some degree of vagueness.

.:f

There is generally more vagueness than clarity, and more looseness
than structure.

4 Teacher is generally vague and directions seem confusing to the children.

Surnmary Rtlng of Cora twice

Rate, in summary, the over-all competence displayed by the teacher,

9 1

Excellent Bad

What aspects of the teicher'è functions ton vi basis for thiLratthg ?

4.01111116.

From Bank Street College of Education Sol Idule

, :
1,/

-1

-) 1.1.;

19



DescrittAon of the Lesson. COONIMMINIMMENIA

. .g.t.1 "!
,

. INOrtaecognition *.
#

(isolated words, or in phrasest:or, in sentence.)
Major emphasis is on learning whole words

e
A

#

.

At the end of the lesson, Check the quantity and quality of teaching di-
rected to the following reading activities. Include here only those activities
that were directed by the.tes0,24r4.

. Quantity qufilitY
Estimate no. (t ,old words 9. .

,

new et / I 1 4 i I.:.II 11 II

Time on L W, recognition Exc, Gd. Av. Fair Poor
(min.) .

What percent of observed time was devoted to this. part of the lesson?
9 . . .

c' 0

i / / / / / / / / / /
100 80 60 40 20 0

Check kind as well as quantity of whole word practice given.

Simple look-say (association between spoken and ',Anted wordsno specific
clues, child simply reads isolated words.

9
/

UsidOS'
only or pre-
dominant
method' 00%

Children write or copy the word
with or without pupil saying it.

Attention called to configuration
and length of word with or with-
out the pupa saying it (e.g. shape,
tall, letter, tail at end of monkey,
descending letters book

Discussion of meaning of word,
showing of picture involving
words, use of word in context .ot
a sentence or story, etc.

.1
Used
great for occa-
deal, about atonally
70% '50% of 30%

lesson

20

22
0

Used in-
frequenti
once or
'twice
10%

23

24

25
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Whole Word Resosnition (Continued)

9

Used As
..,..

;

only, pre -
dominant
method 90%

The use of phonics or the structure
of the word to help in learning word
(e. g. beginning .or. ending _sounds,
smaller words in larger ones,etc.)

The actual spelling (saying the.leiter4
of the word or mention of one or more
letters in word to .help in itstrecor
nition.

Visual matching of Words, witbOut
saying it, thio: includes tnatcWag in
workbooks or on mimeographetsheeis
as well as. using word'cards am board
or chart . .

Visual matching of words, and saying
the word at the same time

1

Isolated words/ /
mostly

lated isolated

Cleca.R
about taion,ny
50% of 30%
,1001011

0

0!)4,
freRuentl
once or
twice

.)

26

27

28

29
:

- 1 /
. 3C

',ff.. !4(3 '';

/connect(
129.11tir; 41h3Fasea
connected CQUile034

half isolated-
half connec-
ted

How was this lesson clear or confusing?

' t

1 4

I,

4

. t

a



Alphabet, phonies and other Word Analysis Skills

This is to be usedoNz when Os' is a clearly differentiated lesson and not
as part of WikhOle ord 'iecogliftion or reading.

3011-401Tret '. QUALITY
4.1

Retaliated time l'mtnutes
Estimated No, If Elements- Old .E74.1 GC .Av. Fair

New
OIVIINEMfmlo

I :

i *:,.;

What percent of obierved time was devoted to this ;part ofthe lesson?
9

00 ' /
80 80 40 si !.,

/

1

I
Poor

31

.32
0

0

Check kinds of word Ei!asitvit jeLslo d ift4totstkthe m or dldnd )

0-

Used .AS
only or pre -
dominant. .F'
method 90%it.

great
deal
70%.

secr, Wttif".1Xa
. -for.

about :psions:13$'
sod 30%
lesson

in-
freoperitk,
Wee or
twice
10%

Listening to-how words rhyme and sow
alike, use of words that .have man30 be-
ginning or ending sounds. (book-took, S3
blue-blow) No olesociation with print. I /

Listening tip how viiiiii"iiayme and'
"(mid alike, use ioidit that Imo*
same beginnings or man sounds: only
associa....ttd wi.th....Esturese

34

Araarmonntraosairroorr

Sounds associzted with printe4 totters
(the letters not in words) avg. the
letter p stands for the sound Et*

Sounds associated with parts of printed
. words (no reference to the meaning
of the words)

Sounds associated with parts of minted
words, sad reference is made to ese
meaning mit Imoltd ct 61A-4 lifyWild 44 the
V10141

LIOSte....1.LIMOM*. .1WIMM.111....CI

35

3.

_I ........./

37
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Alphabet,phonles and other 'Word
Analysis Skills (Continued)

/
Used as in-

-014 or p.re 7. great for neca-; frequently
dàrnthait deal about atonally once or
methpd 9pcx 70%. 5.cl ,3070 twice

leisOn 10%

Structural Analycks-roots,
words in big wordai, practice on end- 38
lugs (e.g. ed, s, ing) root words-VA
in, untie, compound words, syllables,
families (an, tan, fan) I / I / /

39
Alphabet- visual matching of letters /

Alphabet- associating names of the 40
letters with the letter forms.

Spelling

aft...L.1one**

41
/

Does teacher isolate sound or always give a word to represent it?

1 9
/ / / / 1.

Alwar en---6-41W1i"---rairarnirWiiiii---Wever
isolates isolates half isolates isolates

.
.

Abe in what way this part clfthe lessn was poor or or cle4: and
effective.

, ."
' ,;',*;

42
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Connected Reading of Textual Materiaii

Underline which applies:
Charts, board, book, Other

anoPlal.WoQUANTITY lo

Number at ievielepages 9
Numb0 of new pages

QUALITY
I

I I I

Av. Fair Poor

43

. . ...What percent of observed time was devoted to thitpart of the lesson? 449
0

to
/ 0 / I / I 1 /

Check which was the predominant mode:

9 1
/ / / I

All T ostly t eveWMcWIll,
silent silent silent and oral opal

oral

Check kind of connected reading yen:

Oral reading guided by teacher quelis-
tions on content.

EignArgmadingiround robin), little
or no teacher questioning on content.

Silent reading guided by teacher ques
tions on content. .

Plain silent reading, littli or no
teacher questioning during the reading,
but some cliseui!alon or reaction at the
end.

Discussion of pictures, tssociating to
own experiences, or to possible out-
comes or content of the story.

Discussion of various points in the
story, judgments and evaluNtions of
child or anirnti behavior in the story.

/ /8 g'TzW50 fl0ok

/

45

46

10%
47

48

49

50

51
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Connected Reading of Textual Materiels (Coitinued)

Discussion of grammatical strafetwea,
. ,?.... , 52

,.. , i : , . . - r .: 1 ':.4 7- If ,.! )e.g. why a certain iiiiiiiiice itieas
something and not something else. /........./L____212 s." /

9 70% 50%
'r ,

, NM 10%1 , -a ,,f4 i - a ,--- .3.. --,..
Discussion Of 1,11VintIO.190P,,_

,i,. 4, c,aspects of the r$401,, Igi., .*07,., -,
.

to.t.,,,,..,:-, 53a certain Word, phrase' or eXtirefist00,,
. emeans" such and such: /* / i . /

IMPORTANT While the connected reading lesson was in progress, to what
extent did the teacher call the children's attention to phonic, structural, spelling
clues already learned, especially when an error was made?

a 1

Tea er e era ever
seemed to use use
Use every
chance

use

t.'If teacher did not call attention to structural/phonic elements during the pro-
gress of the lesson, did she do so at the end? No Yes Explainbriefly:

To what extent does the teacher keep reminding that "reading with the eyes"or anent reading, is the first step?

1

/
Frequently Occasionally

9

I
Not at all

Describe in what way this part of the iessoa was poor or confusing, or clear
and effective:

54

55



f

. , Or.

Grop Not Workln WIth the Teacher in Reading Described Above
ill:IF:L:1 .11 al .(This is to be filled out only when. there is more than one, gzosup ,slags) 1' 17-

rtiV
e.

1. . Idsit- activities are they eneed int Dein:gibe brien7,..... sl , 0

C',

0 .: '

worksheets (attach sample). Ind! iiiihiednini(=Aittdelithg

e.g., title and publisher of commerdal Materiais . it.
1/4. ..... ,_words, onloring pictures, ens 4uestions,'

..
1ibiery ...

.books-, -etc.

(Xi .":-/ 1,.-
" tift14-- :- r/4, f:

2. Involvement of this poup lnthsfr own activity

O'f";
7, CV"

/
ROr
involved

Se . When iheimi'-ahildren. are not tWe1 iniobred in their assigned task,what are they doing? (e.g., moping, dreaming, fidgeting, waUdng.;around, etc.)

11I 2.

5. Ili became restless, why? Your .obiervatioarls.



47-

31/101ARY

ilummitry and additional oomments. Attempt to pull topther most
important inlets and give a brief overall picture of the teacher, Add any
subjective ideas ca feelings that you think might be significant.

1



Appendix D

1, What are the children now doing in reading?
Try to get as epraplete a. description of the reading program as possible,
incladin 5:

ia. the materials ased (basal readers, publisher, levels; correlated
workbooks; special workbooks; .teacher devised worksheets (kind);
games and gadgets, stc.)

lb, If not mentioned by teacher, probe for use of;
Experience charts (how?)
-;;J hat other reading activities?

2. Eow much time is spent on the different aspects of the program per day?
per week?

.;..
2a, Is thd'reading period" broken up into two or three separate parts

or is it all done together during one part of the day? ;

2be If all done together, when scheduled?

2c. If separated, when is each part done? (Get hours of day)

3. Is reading part of other activities besides the regularly scheduled reading
periods noted above in Ii2?

4, If not already mentioned, ask directly
Now is the reading related to other language arts: e.g.1 speaking,
listening, literary appreciation, spelling, writing.

When are the other language arts taught?
Now taught?

5 Did she select reading program or is she following supervisor's suggestions?
On what basis did she select the reading program and the materials. she
lees? Who selected the basal ~boa, workbooks and worksheets? Did
a supervisor suggest them? Other teacher? etc.
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6. Are the children grouped for reading?
How many groups? Number in each? On what basis grouped?

6a. When did grouping begin? (Teaclier 'Partible 64)

6b, When she works with one group, what do others do?

7. What was done in reading since the beginning of the semester?
How did she start? If phonics is mentioned, ask her to specify.

Did she have a readiness period for all of them? (Teacher variable 61)
What did it condirt of? Were readiness books used? How long a time
was devoted to readiness?

E. When did she start than suitmaclikin-? (Teacher variable 62)
How did she do it? Examples

10. When did she introduce them to the pre-primers? How long on pre-primers?
Primers, etc.?

11. Does she follow the teacher's guide? (Teacher variable 85)
How much and how literally does she follow the suggestions? The order? et
'Which parts does she follow regularly?
-What aspects are done sometimes or adapted? What omitted, etc.?

Why does she follow or omit certain parts?

12. With regard to her reading program, what does she consider the biggest
challenge? (Her most difficult problems) Why?

13, What is she most satisfied with in her program? Iivhy?

14. What are her immediate goals for the children - (Leave open ended)

15. What do you expect (hope) to accomplish with them by the end of Grade 1?
is e.. her lona, term goals? (Leave open ended at first, but then probe for
reader levels, picnics, comprehension, etc.) (Teacher variable 36)

16. You have taught Grade 1 for years.
What do you find yourself being more and more convinced snout In 1st
grade reading? more doubfful about in first grade reading ?

17. How would you rate the abilities of the children in your class?
Above average -
Average -
below average -

(Teacher variable 67)

4 64m;-..'



17a. 'What aspects of reading seem to be easy for her children to learn?

1?b. What aspects seem to be hardest for her children to learn?

18, Wow much writing do the children do? Leave open, then probe if not men-
tioned:

When do they learn words, the alphabet and sounds?

le. Mere did she get the most valuable suggestions regarding the teaching of
lst grade?

20. Wow much training in reading does she have?
Method courses, ineervice, Where? (Teacher variable 68)

21. How does she keep up with things? (Teacher variable 86)

22, With kids who are not learning by regular methods, the lower group, do you
use any special methods, materials?

23. Is there anything you would like to add about your program, problems, or
other things &Wit let grade reading if not covered by above questions?



Appendii 1

Means and SD's at 18 teacher Variables

04.

, f

Variable No, Mean SD

ReinforcOment 1 43.64 19,33

Number Of errors 2 48,29 11,25

Teacher talk 3 2E, 79 11,01

Pupil tint 4 66.14 14.93

Classroom participation 5 56.88 21,39

Approvalvidisapprovalmacading 6 52.50 11,49

ApprovelsdisapprovalwBoltavior 7 35.43 9.48

ApprovaladisapprovalGeneral
Manarbinent

T's residicti related to objective
behavior 9

Closeness A vs.distance 10

Closeness B vs. distance 11

48.84 12086

34,86 1040

47026 12.70

31,79 12.25

Approach to Information:Lear:dug 12 65,36 16.00

Approach t Learning, Thinking
.

iao 24. OT 8. 51

Teacher expectation 14 40620 10, 60:

', ,.: . .Children's behavior 15 50,21 17,08

Comfort of teacher 16 58,43 1807.1.

Comfort of children 17 63,21 .. 15468

Class structure 18 68,79 19,15

Competenee

-

, A

t9 56.43 30.62

%):
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Variable No
AMIN"

Mean

WWR C.uality 30

WWR Percent of time 31

WWR 22: Simple Look-say 22

WWR 23: Vikie or copy word 23

WWR 24: Configuration 24

, 5E 64 20,80

30.88 15,25

38.88. 18,77

4.50 5.45

4,29 7.98

WWR 25: Meaning, ploturescontst25 29.43 18.50

WWR 26: Phonics or structure 26 14.71 9.51

WWR 27: Spoiling or mention
of letters 27

WWR 28: Visual matching no
talk or sound 28

WWR 29: Visual matching and
saying word 29

WWR 30: Isolation 30

WA Quality 31

WA Percent of time 32

3.83 5,27

1.50 2.47

3.21

37.7;

51.88

18.00

3.43

17.08

20,53

18,13

WA 33: lAsioning rhymes and
sounds 33 10,71 13.49

WA 34: Listening rhymes asso-
ciated with picturss 34 7.57, 10,28

WA.35:1; Sotnds associated with
printed letters 35 9,84 10.82

S4 _

WA 36: Sounds associated with
partsftbt printed words 36 19.14 21.45

WA 37: Sounds, printed words,
meaning 37 14.43 14.13

t.

WA 38: Structural analysis 38 12.43 23041.,
. y

WA 39: Alpbabst *visual match.*
lag of letters 39 0671 1.75

.11



Variable

-34,

No

WA 40: Alpbabetassociating names
with foist*. 40

WA 41: Spelling 41

WA 43: tits presentation 42

CR: duality 43

CR: Peri** of time 44

CR 45: Predominant Mode 45

CR 46: Oral -reading and T. questions 46

CR 47: Oral reading plain 47

CR 48: Silent reading and T.
questions

CR 46: Silent Reading 4- plain

CR 50: Discussion of pictures -
projection 50

CR 61: Discussion of points in
story evaluation 51

48

46

a

Mean SD

6.79

1.93

66.29

51,00

45.57

69,36

23.21

2 5. 57

13.3k

4.32

14.44

19.44

21.65

17,57

13.49

20.94

10.71 10.57

6.36 9.98 .

13993 9;87

11.79 . 8.74
CR 52: Discussion of grammatical

structuro 52 0,93 1.1.6

CR b3: Discussion of semantics 53 0.57 i.05

CR 54: Attention called to .phonic
clues 54 21.50 13.02

CR 56: Reading with the eyes 55 62.43 28,76
Other group involvement 56 56.00 19,39
Ctliketi0121W2V: Teacher rank 57 3,36 0.81
Q: Teacher rating 58 2 .,50 003
Q: Teacher consistency 59 2.07 1.10
Q Rank of teacher 60 5.71 1.71



Interview; Type ct readiness 81

Int: When started reading 82

Int: Total time Reading 83

Int: When grouping started 64

Int: How much manual use 65

Int: Expectation of achievement 66

Int: Teacher rating 67

Training in reading courses ed

Keeping up with field 69

Primary emphasis obereading 70

individual differences 71

Appropriateness 72

Individual children taken in accoura 73

Why good participation 74

Reaction to child not participating 75

Conducive to learning 76

How errors handled 77

Interest of materials r 0et,

SD

S.21 1426

S.8G 2.81

4.53 3.28

3.21 1.441

MO 1,00

1071 1.03

1.70 0.86

1079 0.88

3.21 2.45

4.43 2.74

5.93 2.98

1.93 046

4.83 3.22

2.79 1.20

6.07 2.79

507.1 0083

44 36 2.09

, , .%gr %tti
,
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